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Abstract

The Information Technology (IT) and the physical technology domains are converging result-

ing in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). This convergence is supported by technologies such as

the Internet-of-Things (IoT). CPS are interconnected through information and communica-

tion technologies (ICT), in the automation domain this resulted in Collaborative Automation

Systems. In this dissertation I have used the de�nition of automation IoT so that it contains

such systems that utilize IoT technologies for automation tasks.

Formerly physical systems were considered safety critical, whereas information systems

were considered security critical. Safety and security assurance were an iterative process,

starting with threat- and fault analysis, followed by risk assessment and treatment. Now that

physical systems are interconnected, the security vulnerabilities in communication technolo-

gies may pose threats that can propagate to the physical layer, resulting in faults, failures,

and safety risk to the environment or even human life. Therefore safety and security are

no longer independent properties, security impact on the safety of the systems need to be

analyzed as well.

In the �rst part of the dissertation I have mapped, executed and presented a security

management process according to the standard ISO 27005 for the automation IoT domain.

I proposed a method to perform security analysis, and I have created a solution for security

assurance in collaborative automation systems. Furthermore, I have de�ned a combined

safety and security assessment methodology. These have been veri�ed on multiple use-cases,

including a relatively new application called vision-based robotic systems, the topic of the

second part of the dissertation.

In the second part I have investigated how computer vision can be used for localization

in robotic systems. First I have assessed state of the art algorithms for visual search. Then

I described a solution for vision-based localization for robotic systems. I have evaluated this

in �eld tests and shown the constraints of the algorithm. Finally I provided a solution for

the scalability problem of the algorithm.



Kivonat

Az információs technológia (IT) és a �zikai rendszer-technológiák konvergálnak egymáshoz,

melynek eredményeképp megjelennek a kiber-�zikai rendszerek (CPS). Ezt a folyamatot

olyan technológiák támogatják, mint például a tárgyak internete (IoT). A kiber-�zikai rend-

szerek információs és kommunikációs technológiákon (ICT) keresztül való összekapcsolása

automatizálási célokra, együttm¶köd® automatizálási rendszereket eredményez. A disszertá-

cióban az IoT automatizációra úgy hivatkozom, mint a területre ahol IoT technológiákat

használnak az automatizálási feladatok elvégzésére.

Korábban a �zikai rendszereket biztonságosság-kritikusnak, míg az információs rend-

szereket biztonság-kritikusnak tekintették. A biztonság és biztonságosság garantálása egy

iteratív folyamat, kezdve a fenyegetések és hibák elemzésével, amelyet a kockázat felmérése

és kezelése követ. Most, hogy a �zikai és kiber-rendszerek összekapcsolódnak, a kommuniká-

ciós technológiák biztonsági rései átterjedhetnek a �zikai rétegre, hibákat, meghibásodásokat,

majd biztonsági kockázatot jelentve a környezetre, vagy akár az emberi életre. Ezért a biz-

tonságosság és a biztonság már nem független tulajdonságok, a rendszerek biztonságosságára

gyakorolt biztonsági hatásokat is elemezni kell.

A disszertáció els® részében az ISO 27005 szabvány szerint megvalósítottam egy a biz-

tonsági kezelési folyamatot az IoT automatizációs terület számára. Javasoltam egy több

szabványra és legjobb gyakorlatra épít® módszert a biztonsági elemzés elvégzésére, majd

megoldást nyújtottam a biztonság biztosítására együttm¶köd® automatizálási rendszerek-

ben. Végül javasoltam egy kombinált vizsgálati módszertant. Ezeket több felhasználási

eseten is igazoltam, beleértve egy viszonylag új alkalmazási területet, az úgynevezett látás-

alapú robotrendszereket, amely a disszertáció második részének témája.

A disszertáció második részében azt kutattam, hogy a számítógépes látás technológia

hogyan alkalmazható helymeghatározásra robotrendszerekben. Ezen belül el®ször megvizs-

gáltam a korszer¶ vizuális keresési algoritmusokat. Ezután megvalósítottam a robotrendsz-

erek látás alapú lokalizációját. Ezt valós körülmények közt teszteltem, majd megmutattam

az algoritmus korlátait. Végül megoldást nyújtottam az algoritmus skálázhatósági prob-

lémájára.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview and Motivation

There has been a great technological advancement in the IT (Information Technology) and

ICT (Information and Communications Technology) domains in the past decade. New tech-

nologies have appeared, some have changed and became consolidated, others have become

obsolete. The Internet has a long history, its driving technologies have been evolving, but

its commercial appearance and its goals remain the same. In the past decade wireless net-

working did appear and by now it is reliable and cheap to be used basically everywhere.

Recently Wireless Sensor Networks [1] became one of the building blocks of the concept of

the Internet-of-Things [2]. This means that simple devices (such as basic sensors and actua-

tors) are connected to the Internet. The tremendous increase of data sources can provide a

great amount of new services but new ways are required to process the increased amount of

data, contributing to research in the topic of Big Data [3].

The technological advancements within IT made various impacts on industrial (physical)

systems resulting in the so-called Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). CPS are highly evolved

feedback systems that use networking between sensing, decision making and actuation. These

systems are present in numerous areas such as medical, tra�c control, automotive, energy

production, robotics, etc. [4, 5]. Beside technological advances to process the data, industrial

systems are getting interconnected to achieve higher level functionality such as interoper-

ability, distributed processing and loose coupling, resulting in Collaborative Automation

Systems (CAS). When systems are integrated to System of Systems (SoS) through the Ser-
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Figure 1.1. System relation terminology

vice oriented Architecture (SoA) concept [6], they form Local Automation Clouds [7]. The

di�erent system terms and their relations are visualized in Figure 1.1. The trend of con-

necting components of automation systems through ICT is achieved by IoT technologies, in

which case collaborative automation is also referred to as automation IoT.

CPS opens ways for mass-customization and automation in industrial manufacturing

and production. These next generation systems are denoted as Cyper-Physical Production

Systems (CPPS). The transformation of the industry to mass customized, interconnected

and automated production is denoted as the 4th Industrial revolution or Industry 4.0 [8].

The integration of ICT technologies (such as WSNs) in automation systems brings up a lot

of security concerns, in other words it opens up new attack surfaces. Industrial systems have

more strict safety and reliability requirements than ICT systems [9]. These systems often

ful�ll (functional and human) safety critical applications, where maintaining safety objectives

is crucial. Security threats coming from ICT technologies can impact the safety properties

of the systems. Analyzing the risk of safety violation by exploited security vulnerabilities is

an actual research topic [10]. Di�erent techniques exist for ICT systems to perform security

risk analysis. There are various safety analysis methods available for physical systems. Still,

there is yet no standardized method working for CAS that considers both security and safety

objectives.

The research gaps in the above mentioned technological advancements motivated me

to investigate certain parts of the problem space. First, the industrial IoT sector su�ers

from serious trust issues in relation to opening their technical interfaces. This is due to

the complex security and safety issues that is to be dealt with. Therefore I researched
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the vulnerabilities at the various levels of the IoT architecture, and provided guidelines for

mitigation. Furthermore, the lack of simultaneous security and safety analysis methods

within the ICT and industrial systems domains motivated me to �ll this research gap.

Automated industrial systems often utilize autonomous units called robots. These have

to be adaptive to environmental changes and make decisions to complete their task. In the

past decade the area of computer vision became mature enough to be used in autonomous

units for positioning and navigation; this topic is called vision-based robotic systems [11].

The technologies behind this are SfM (Structure from Motion) [12], SLAM (Simultaneous

Localization and Mapping) [13] and VO (Visual Odometry) [14]. A vision guided navigation

solution combines these three technologies [15]. There is no accepted, scalable vision based

navigation solution for autonomous robots. My research in this topic led me to identify some

technological gaps, such as solving visual feature detection for mobile devices and creating

a vision-based localization framework.

Autonomous robots are a special use-case of automation IoT. They are connected to the

system through wireline or wireless technologies, which makes them vulnerable to security

threats [16]. Since they are connected to physical processes, there are also serious safety con-

cerns. However these devices mostly consist of task-speci�c hardware, implementing proper

security measures to defend against attacks is challenging. I have investigated the security

and safety issues of vehicles using the vision-based localization framework for autonomous

navigation.

1.2 Overview of the thesis methodology and novelties

This thesis document summarizes my research work carried out over several years. It is

titled security and safety services for automation IoT systems and their application for

mobile visual localization. This title expresses the key topics of my work: �rst, the context

is automation IoT systems, secondly the topic is safety and security, and thirdly there is an

application area called mobile visual localization. Obviously it is not possible to express the

contribution of the work in the title nor the reason choosing these topics and how they are

related. When I began to put this together, the whole contribution started to take shape.

When I started my research work, the �rst thing I realized was I needed to learn how to

perform research; in other words, the methodology of performing research. I believe this is
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something people do not stop learning, though get better and better in performing. So the

methodology I am about to describe is the approach that led to achieving this work as is.

To become an established researcher, one has to gain a wide knowledge of a topic to

create something beyond the state-of-the-art, a contribution to science. The �rst thing

towards that is de�ning the topic where the student is given some help from people familiar

with the topic. It is the role of the student to �nd gaps to �ll. In order to do so he/she needs

to explore the topic in great detail. The authors of [17] give a good overview of performing

research. Naturally, one must choose a topic which interests him/her. Then by performing

literature survey, gaps and possibilities for improvement do reveal themselves. The student

chooses one of these. In order to �ll a gap, the student formulates a hypothesis which is

a statement about knowledge and expectations. Evaluating the hypothesis, either to prove

it right or wrong is an accomplishment. To do that the student need to design his/her

research method. This may include the review of related work, consultation with experts,

meetings, experiments, or theoretical calculations. During his/her investigations using the

above methods the students assembles the evidence which proves and veri�es the hypothesis.

Finally the results are concluded, documented, the hypothesis is re�ned or replaced and the

process repeats.

My �rst research work was my masters thesis. I had been given a concrete task but in

order to complete the work I needed to do some research in the subject to position the work.

When I started my work as a PhD student I was given only a wide topic de�ned by some

keywords like automation, security, and IoT. I began with literature survey to catch up with

the state-of-the-art in the area. In the meantime I have learned about recent technological

advancements and found gaps, such as missing technologies, methodologies or the lack of

their well-described application.

The �rst gap I have found is that security assurance in industrial automation systems

is crucial but the practice used in ICT can not be applied. I have de�ned an approach to

model such systems and categorize security threats. I used this approach on automation

systems in general and on communication protocols used in these systems to assemble threat

catalogs. I concluded that most security vulnerabilities arise from using legacy systems

rather than including security by design. So I proposed a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)

based authentication and authorization solution for communicating automation systems. It

was included and evaluated in the Arrowhead framework [18] that is based on SOA and
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designed to ease integration of multi-vendor industrial systems.

While integrating a legacy system to the framework the system provider requires safety

and security analysis performed in di�erent stages of the process. There are di�erent pri-

orities in this context and new challenges are introduced by the safety-critical nature of

this environment, therefore safety assessment is also a critical process. I have found that in

automation IoT safety properties are often a�ected by security vulnerabilities. This depen-

dence renders traditional analysis methods unusable in this context. I proposed an extension

to my modeling approach, a combined methodology to assess safety and security properties

of a system. This approach was applied on an industrial use-case and proven to be e�ective

and more thorough than traditional methods.

The evolution of computer hardware and the area of computer vision makes it possible

to use autonomous vehicles in automation use-cases. With computer vision perception,

localization and navigation may be solved. There are a numerous algorithms and methods in

the literature, but a scalable mobile localization solution is still lacking. To solve this issue, I

have surveyed the state-of-the-art. I have created a test environment and compared di�erent

methods. I have found that current methods are not scalable. So I adapted hierarchical

clustering which solved the scalability issue. It was integrated in localization system and tests

were performed using a mobile device. The system was validated in multiple environments.

1.3 Structure of the dissertation

This document is organized in three main topics. Chapter 2 is about security services

for Automation IoT. I present a structured approach to analyze security threats in the

automation IoT area. I collect the most common threats, categorize these, and look for

possible solutions. In the second part I design security services which ful�ll authentication

and access control in a multi-cloud environment through PKI certi�cates. The services

are contributed to the Arrowhead framework [18]. The Arrowhead framework is a SoA, it

provides services to manage collaboration of multi-vendor systems.

In automation systems, assuring (functional and human) safety is just as important as

security. However safety and security assurance have always been separate topics. Safety

assessment is a bottom-up approach mainly on hardware elements whereas security is a top-

down approach for software. However the trends are changing in automation IoT, traditional
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safety and security assessment starting to become obsolete. In my research I focused on how

to simplify safety and security assessments by using a common model. This is elaborated

in Chapter 3. First I review security assessment techniques and present threat analysis and

risk assessment in the automation context. The method is applied on an industrial use-case.

Then I investigate safety analysis in the context, the possibility to detect safety weaknesses in

a system. This is followed by analyzing the goals of safety and security risk assessment, and

�nding commonalities in the process. This is based on the experience of performing safety

and security assessments in an industrial use-case in the Arrowhead project. The result of

this is a combined methodology, which is presented and veri�ed through the use-case.

In automation and industrial IoT the work�ow is changing as processes are being auto-

mated and controlled by computers and software within [8]. This trend is enabled by cheap

task-speci�c hardware, cheap Micro-electro-mechanical sensors (MEMS) and wireless com-

munication technologies. There is a need for increased �exibility and autonomy to minimize

the setup and con�guration of robots. Robots are also deployed for autonomous tasks both

in closed spaces and outside areas. This requires the robots to have perception of the sur-

roundings to be able to navigate and make decisions. This is enabled by computer vision,

a research area evolved tremendously in the last two decades. Novel methods have became

available only recently to solve some of the problems [19]. There are promising technologies

but a vision based localization solution, which is scalable, adaptive and can work in a large

area is still lacking. In Chapter 4 I investigate and evaluate the available technologies for

creating a vision-based navigation system for IoT devices. For this I solve the scalable search

issue by applying hierarchical clustering to retrieve similar images.
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Chapter 2

Security services for Automation IoT

2.1 Introduction to Automation IoT

Information and communication technologies are thoroughly used in many areas around

us. The evolution of technology drives increasing automation in numerous �elds. Tasks

which have been performed by humans are getting replaced by computers. This trend is

being consolidated around di�erent goals such as heterogeneity, interoperability, distributed

processing and security.

IoT is a concept to interconnect simple, low power devices, such as sensors and actuators

(called things) based on Internet technologies. IoT expresses both the required, adapted

technologies, and the resulting network of hundreds of thousands of devices. IoT is not a

technology itself, it is de�ned as a concept to expand Internet technologies to Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSN). A wireless sensor network is the interconnection of low-power devices using

wireless protocols such as ZigBee, IEEE 802.15.4, WirelessHART, ISA100.11, IETF 6LoW-

PAN, IEEE 802.15.3, Wibree.

The concept of IoT is adapted by Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), driving industrial (au-

tomation) systems towards Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS), which is a pillar of

the so called 4th industrial revolution [20]. It extends CPPS with manufacturing optimiza-

tion, autonomous operation, mass product customization, collaborative manufacturing and

end-to-end digital integration [21, 22].

This heterogeneity of IoT raises a lot of security concerns such as how to keep privacy

and maintain trust and con�dentiality [23]. The di�culty does not only come from the inter-
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Figure 2.1. Security terms and relations

operability issue, but also the processing demand of security solutions. As the technologies

got cheaper, simple devices with limited processing power get also connected to each other

and to the IT cloud [24].

There is a huge emphasis on security in particular in automation IoT. Nevertheless,

automation IoT uses processing- and power constrained devices, which have a narrow margin

left for security related tasks. The tradeo� between security, performance and cost has to be

evaluated. There is a demand for light-weight and autonomic security solutions which later

constitutes in self-mitigation capabilities [25].

2.2 Security terms and relations

Abomhara and Kien [26] provides a taxonomy for IoT and security related terms in the IoT

context. It re�ects to the vulnerabilities that arise from the nature of Machine-to-Machine

(M2M) communications which is thoroughly used in automation IoT. M2M works without

human supervision, vulnerabilities can be exploited more easily, therefore it has to be robust

and failure-proof. This contradicts to the fact that in automation scenarios there are often

power and processing-constrained devices � like sensor nodes � used, which have limited

security capabilities.

There are a lot of security related terms in the literature which are often mixed up.

Therefore I start with providing a de�nition of the terminology. The main security related

terms and their relation are depicted in Figure 2.1 and elaborated as follows:

• Threat: malicious intention against the system;

• Attack: an action against a system which aims to expose a vulnerability of the system;

• Vulnerability: a weakness of the system which can be exploited;

• Impact: the resulting damage or loss due to an attack;

• Risk: a measure taking into account the likelihood and impact of an attack;

• Mitigation: prevention or corrective action against an attack.
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If there is a vulnerability in the system then there is a threat that it may be exploited

in the form of an attack. The attack has an impact on the system which is measured by the

damage done, the loss or compromise of information, and the cost to repair of the system to

a working state which is called mitigation. The impact is measured along with the likelihood

of an attack, which is called risk.

2.3 Security of automation IoT

The IoT world is wide in terms of application areas, and deep in terms of their small or

large complexity. Requirements against IoT systems also di�er in the application area.

For automation IoT, the following requirements [7] determine the system architecture and

somehow the interworking of systems within the IoT domain:

• Interoperability between devices and systems;

• Scalability;

• Real time performance;

• Security;

• Engineering simplicity.

Automation is advancing also within the industrial sector. Industrial systems have dis-

tinct, more strict security requirements than IT systems. These requirements can be de-

scribed with the well-known CIA objectives: con�dentiality, integrity and availability. There

is a di�erence between IT and Industrial IT on how these objectives are prioritized [27]. This

has drawn a lot of research interest in the topic of Industry 4.0 and IoT automation systems

[28].

Although there is no standardized, generally agreed layered structure for IoT systems,

the upcoming reference architecture models for Industry 4.0 are layered. This supports my

view that such structure is bene�cial when describing security issues. Figure 2.2 presents

the four layered architecture the threat analysis is built upon. The upcoming sections brie�y

describe attack types at the sensors and actuators (physical)- and networking layers [29].
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Figure 2.2. The architectural layers of IoT systems [29]

2.3.1 Sensors and Actuators layer

The IoT Sensors and Actuators layer is vulnerable from direct physical access through the

following types of attacks: physical tampering of the end devices and the communication

link and Denial of Service (DoS) attack.

Tampering

Tampering is an action when an attacker performs physical modi�cations on the device or

on the communication link. This physical layer provides a great attack surface.

Hardware elements can be accessed, identity stolen or replaced, which can violate con-

�dentiality, availability and integrity objectives. One way to avoid this is to use tamper-

resistant packaging [30]. However, this may be too expensive considering cheap low-power

sensors or consumer devices which are the main drivers of IoT.

Tampering the communication link can be in the form of disconnecting or changing the

physical link, which is a case of Denial of Service attack or altering the transmitted data,

which is a case of a Man in the Middle attack.

Denial of Service

In most cases IoT devices communicate through radio access technologies in the physical

layer. The wireless link is very susceptible to the Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, which

may take their form in signal distortion or jamming. DoS attacks may compromise system

availability. While spread-spectrum techniques can be used against wireless jamming, there
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is no general solution to avoid DoS attacks. Even existing approaches require a great deal of

processing, which resource-constrained devices of IoT does not have [31]. Possible solutions

need to monitor and interpret tra�c but these work on higher layers [32].

2.3.2 Network layer

In case of automation IoT, where real-time information transport is key, networking attacks

can be especially harmful. The IoT networking layer su�ers all sorts of security threats that

are known within the computer networks community.

Denial of Service attacks are possible also in the network layer. There are many forms

for performing this attack:

• Jamming by exhaustion or �ooding: compromising network resources by purposefully

created collisions, exhaustion of resources or �ooding the network;

• Spoo�ng routing information: intercepting unencrypted routing and other header in-

formation and injecting false packets to disrupt tra�c in the network;

• Node Replication: copy the identity of a node and create another (virtual) node with

the same identity. Then it can send false data in its name through random routes to

disrupt the network;

• Node tampering for attacks as:

� Selective forwarding: tamper the node to alter the tra�c by dropping some mes-

sages, or selectively forwarding others;

� Sinkhole attack: some nodes or destinations are made more attractive to tra�c

(e.g. by tampered routing management information). When reaching the sinkhole

node, the messages may get dropped, forwarded with changed content, or altered

in other ways;

� Wormhole attack: wormhole is maliciously prepared, low latency link, over which

the attacker can replay messages. In a wormhole attack, an attacker receives pack-

ets at one point in the network, �tunnels� them to another point in the network,

and then replays them into the network from that point;

� Sybil attack: using nodes or devices with multiple identities that generate traf-

�c that seems many-source, or even distributed. This method corrupt fairness

resource usage and redundancy.
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Man in the Middle attack happens when an attacker gains access to the information

sent between nodes and can use it for his advantage. To avoid the risk of this attack, data

encryption needs to be applied. The following three attacks belong to this category:

• Eavesdropping: a passive attack when an attacker gains access to a communication

channel;

• Routing attack: an attacker alters the routing information of the packet;

• Replay attack: an attacker uses the signature of an intercepted packet for false authen-

tication.

The above mentioned attacks can be eliminated by proper network-security counter-

measures. Defence methods include active �rewalls that �lter the tra�c, passive monitoring

(probing) to raise alarms, tra�c admission control through authentication, and bi-directional

link authentication.

IoT sensors are very often simple, low-power end devices. Due to the limited functionality

of IoT sensors, security processing, such as encryption get handled in hardware. It is also

the best to implement encryption at the lowest layer possible [33].

Encryption however is not always enough against eavesdropping. Without authorization,

trust cannot be established between communicating parties. Authorization, however, is

a complex task since it requires key management with asymmetric encryption, which is

processing-demanding [27].

2.3.3 Data Processing Layer

In automation IoT the aggregation and processing of data is performed on the data processing

layer � usually within the cloud. This layer is susceptible for exhaustion type of attacks

(�ooding) from the end-nodes, malwares embedded in the incoming data or spoo�ng via

impersonation [25].

Exhaustion or �ooding is used by an attacker to interrupt data processing of the IoT

infrastructure. Since this is a higher layer attack and due to the distributed nature of IoT

this attack does not have high risk. Also within the cloud it is much easier to implement

protective measures against it [25].

Malware can be easily embedded in the data of IoT devices which can reach the cloud

and the data centres when an end device gets compromised. Therefore it is not su�cient to
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have strong �rewalls on the cloud edge but also implement protective measures before data

processing. Beside providing malware listings, the authors of [34] present a classi�cation

system to detect malwares.

Distributed Data Centers

Due to the way data is stored in the cloud, weaknesses of distributed data centers are also

present. The defense mechanisms against these attacks can be found among data-centre

security solutions. These include physical security measures, usage of top-notch �rewalls,

and other security best practices of critical IT infrastructures [35]. The authors list com-

mon threats and vulnerabilities that appear in the cloud infrastructure. These include the

following:

• Logon Abuse: legitimate users accessing resources above their security level. This kind

of threat is also referred to as elevation of privilege;

• Inappropriate System Use: authorized users use services other than for business pur-

poses,

• Eavesdropping: unauthorized interception of network tra�c;

• Network Intrusion: unauthorized access to break into a network by external users;

• Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attacks: overwhelming a target's resources;

• Session Hijacking Attacks: a Man in the Middle type of attack, when an attacker

intercepts a network session;

• Fragmentation Attacks, as well as

• Cloud Access Control and Database Integrity Issues.

Cloud Service Providers

Potential attackers can also exploit the vulnerabilities of Cloud Service Providers [35]:

• Backdoor - getting control of the infrastructure from asynchronous external connec-

tions, such as modems;

• All network level risks, that are targeting the cloud infrastructure � which has its own

Data Center Network;

• Social Engineering - the ultimate hack, when the attacker uses social skills to obtain

information such as passwords or PIN numbers to be used against information systems.
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Dumpster diving is a sub-category: when trashed data is not sanitized, and important

information (e.g. password lists, internal documentation, etc.) is searched, found, and

applied for attacks;

• Password Guessing - a risk that exists at all layers of the IoT architecture; although

the cloud infrastructure has a large attack surface.

Virtualization threats

There are known operational weaknesses of cloud computing that are mostly due to im-

proper conduct processes. The threats can be organized into two subtypes: those related to

virtualization, and those related to cloud computing architectures and their operation.

The following threats are related to virtualization, and its operational practice:

• communication blind spots of the Virtual Machines (VMs);

• inter-VM attacks and hypervisor compromises;

• mixed trust level VMs (i.e. dynamic or careless changes in VM groupings can introduce

less trusted or secured VM into the group);

• Instant-On gaps (i.e. VMs take over tasks instantly; often missing out security mea-

sures);

• resource contention (i.e. periodic updates happening at the same time for many VMs)

[36].

Cloud Computing Architectures

Furthermore, regarding the cloud computing practices, the following threats � that are orig-

inated from operational weaknesses � are well known:

• cloning and rapid resource pooling (i.e. time constraints gave birth to careless cloning

practices that can lead to mixed trust level VMs in the resource pool);

• motility of data (i.e. dynamic copying of data to achieve optimized resource usage can

leave un-sanitized data in later unsecured areas);

• elastic perimeter of accessing devices (i.e. accessing from less secure terminals or

networks is not completely restricted);

• unencrypted data;
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• shared multi-tenant environments of the public cloud [36].

2.3.4 Application Layer

The Application layer su�ers from vulnerabilities due to the Human-Machine Interface (HMI)

the clients communicate.

The most common threats of this area are connected toWeb client security measures. The

machine that has access to the IoT system con�gurations is usually a HTTP-connectable

device, which makes it vulnerable to attacks over the Web. Malware can sneak into the

otherwise closed IoT system through security holes of the client. A further, connected issue

is that the attacker can have access to the local client HW, possibly taking over its control

� together with the control of the applications running over that. Such attackers often

remain hidden (non-intrusive), while their malware application keeps eavesdropping and

continuously reporting about the IoT system status, its usage, or even its authentication

information to the attacker. Malware detection and anti-virus solutions are recommended

to �lter such applications.

Furthermore, the client application status, its operating system status or its hardware

status should not be tied to the status of other parts of the IoT system, at all. Its status

(active, sleeping, failed, etc.) should not have any negative e�ect of the data processing

layer, the networking layer, or the layer of sensors and actuators. An unfortunate practical

example is when the screen saver going active in the application would halt the system under

con�guration.

System integrity is a key property of reliably working IoT systems. Losing the integrity

of the system easily leads to safety risks and security threats. System should handle high

activity stress or abnormal process situations, network or computer failures, multiple alarms,

executing previously unexecuted error path code or system recovery code, or incorrectly

executed commands. This requires careful design and complex testing.

Unexpected environmental change together with minor system modi�cations and con�g-

uration changes can have unexpected side e�ects. As the system of system grows bigger,

these side-e�ects can propagate to bigger problems.Such e�ects and propagations can be

minimized by thorough validation of the system elements, complex testing, and continuous

monitoring of the overall system.
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The discussed in the previous section data access security measures should be applied

in the application layer, as well. Furthermore, traceability of any con�guration change and

change of system status should be provided by design.

2.3.5 Summary

I have collected the possible threats of automation IoT systems and described them in a

layered approach. Table 2.1 summarizes this work. I have found that there are vulnerabilities

of wireless sensor network nodes used in IoT that cannot be solved directly, only at higher

layers due to the simplicity of these devices. In automation IoT, additional requirements

may be set even for end device capabilities.

2.4 Securing multi-cloud automation IoT

There is an increased need for for automation systems to collaborate, but they need to be

able to communicate. There is no widely accepted and standard solution to follow. The

product of the Arrowhead project 1, the Arrowhead framework was created to �ll that gap.

2.4.1 The Arrowhead framework

The Arrowhead framework [7] de�nes a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for integrating

collaborative automation systems through embedded networking devices. It comprises sev-

eral mandatory core services to achieve interoperable communication: the service registry,

the orchestator and the authorization services. The de�ned services are based on popular

communication layer protocols, such as REST, MQTT and CoAP [18, 37]. Systems commu-

nicating using the services of the Arrowhead framework form a system of systems called an

Arrowhead local cloud. Local clouds satisfy certain criteria regarding these systems, such

as security levels, real-time behavior, physical or logical closeness. In a local cloud there

can be an arbitrary number of Systems that can provide and consume Services from one

another. There are �ve main domains targeted in Arrowhead: production, smart buildings

and infrastructure, electro mobility, energy production and end user services, and virtual

market of energy.

1http://www.arrowhead.eu/
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Table 2.1. Security threats in automation IoT and their possible mitigation

Layer Threat type Mitigation

Sensors

and Actuators

Tampering tamper-resistant packaging

Denial of Service spread-spectrum techniques

Networking
Denial of Service active �rewalls, passive monitoring (prob-

ing), tra�c admission control, bi-directional

link authentication

Man-in-the-Middle encryption, authorization

Data processing

Backdoor attack properly con�gured �rewalls on all system

entry point

Social Engineering educating employees to security awareness

Exhaustion tra�c monitoring

Malware malware detection

Application

Client app. anti-virus �ltering

Communication

channel

proper authentication, authorization, in-

tegrity veri�cation

Integrity testing

Modi�cations validation

Multi-user access process planning and design

Data access traceability
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Figure 2.3. Arrowhead Core Systems and their use [38]

Services are de�ned so that loose-coupling, late binding, and service discoverability can

be realized. In local clouds the systems must use the mandatory Core Systems and their

Core Services provided by the framework to be able to communicate. First they have to

authenticate, then they can register their provided services or discover services that ful�ll

the search criteria. They can contact the orchestration service to help completing the task.

These interactions are shown in Figure 2.3.

Systems in di�erent local clouds may also need to interact, a Gatekeeper system was

de�ned to help establish communication in-between clouds [39].

2.4.2 Security challenges

In an automation cloud environment such as Arrowhead, communications can be subject to

an extensive amount of threats. These include i.e. spoo�ng, tampering or Denial of Service

attacks, and can compromise the security and integrity of the whole infrastructure. These

system of systems composition possesses a general infrastructural vulnerability, despite its

decentralized architecture [40].

In order to prevent such threats, the Arrowhead Framework has to provide strict Au-

thentication and Authorization capabilities. Authentication and Authorization are the main

requirements of security. The required trust can be provided with the use of PKI (Public-

Key Infrastructure) and certi�cates which are documents binding the identity of a party

it has been created for. These functionalities are indispensable, considering the involved
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Cyber-Physical Systems and business processes. Furthermore, the framework targets the

collaboration and interoperability of embedded, and often resource-constrained devices us-

ing proprietary or industrial protocols. In many cases the devices have limited capability

of performing security tasks such as advanced encryption and decryption utilized by mod-

ern secure transmission protocols such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) or the Internet

Protocol Security (IPSec) [41].

Assuring security in distributed architectures is not as trivial as in centralized systems:

the roles for authentication and authorization are not bounded to one single entity but are

to be taken up by everyone. We need to de�ne a novel security solution in order to ful�ll

the strict security requirements of the automation world.

2.5 Certi�cate based authentication and authorization

Providing security in the service level is discussed for a long time. It was a focus of my

research since the �rst de�nitions of the Arrowhead framework [42].

A certi�cate based authentication and authorization has been created and used for the

Arrowhead framework [38]. In this section I present the theory behind this solution.

2.5.1 The Public Key Infrastructure

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [43] de�nes how to create certi�cates that can be used

to achieve authentication, message integrity and con�dentiality. PKI builds on Public-key

cryptography (PKC), which employs an asymmetric encryption scheme. This means that it

uses di�erent keys for the encryption and the decryption processes, compared to symmetric

key encryption methods, where the same key is used for the encryption and decryption.

There are two type of keys in a PKI architecture: these are called the public and the

private keys. As their name suggests, they di�er in their con�dentiality level. While private

keys belong to its owner and must be kept as a secret, the public key can be freely dis-

tributed. Information encrypted by the public key can only be decrypted using the private

key � and vice versa. Therefore, the validity of the information can be assured both ways

(inbound and outbound) when the recipient/sender possesses one of the keys. However, pre-

designated trust is still required in certi�cate-based authentication and encryption methods

that build on the features of the PKI. In order to achieve the mutual trust between entities,
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a Certi�cate Authority (CA) must be appointed in the system. The role of a CA is basically

to sign certi�cates (and thereby to validate their identity and content). All entities in the

system trust (and know) their CA and can only validate the received certi�cates that contain

information about its counterpart (its public key) and is signed by the local CA. Certi�cates

can be used to both verify the authenticity of the parties, as well as to check the integrity

of messages in the communication. Therefore, parties that have signed certi�cates from the

same CA can communicate securely.

As a consequence, if an entity �A� wishes to communicate with another entity (�B�), it

will need to get the signed certi�cate of �B� containing the public key of �B�.

2.5.2 Creating a certi�cate hierarchy

To ful�ll the security requirements of the Arrowhead clouds, I have de�ned an application

level Authentication and Authorization service based on the X.509 [43] PKI infrastructure.

Each capable Arrowhead System should be provided with a certi�cate and should therefore

have its identity bound to its public key. Every Local Cloud has a Certi�cate Authority that

issues and signs these System certi�cates. This CA is the root of the trust chain within its

Local Cloud, and has its own certi�cate signed by a parent CA. This entity also possesses the

Certi�cate Revocation List de�ned in the standard: certi�cates that have been invalidated

and therefore not to be accepted.

This chain of trust model �ts well into to system hierarchy concept of the Arrowhead

framework, as depicted in Figure 2.4. A general, master Arrowhead certi�cate can be signed

by a well-known trusted CA (such as Comodo or GlobalSign) and issued to the the Arrowhead

domain owner (e.g. the project consortia). This administrator entity then can issue and sign

Local Cloud certi�cates for operators in its own application process for establishing new

Local Clouds. Within these new Clouds then the Authorization system realizes the CA

tasks and owns the cloud certi�cate.

If an Application System in a local cloud requires a signed certi�cate (e.g. during its

deployment procedure), it needs to generate a private-public key pair and submit a Certi�cate

Signing Request (CSR). The CSR contains the following �elds [44]:

• Version;

• Subject name:

� Country Name (optional);
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Figure 2.4. Arrowhead multi-cloud certi�cate hierarchy

� State or Province (optional);

� Locality Name (optional);

� Organization Name;

� Organization Unit (optional);

� Common Name;

� Email address (optional);

• Public key algorithm: according to [45];

• Public key: bit string of public key;

• Signature Algorithm Identi�er: according to [46];

• Signature: bit string;

• Other attributes (optional), such as type of organization, hosted services, etc.

The CA checks the validity of the submitted information, and if it �nds it valid, it creates

a public key certi�cate. This contains the following elemets:

• Version: number between 1-3. Only version 3 supports extensions;

• SerialNumber: unique number of the certi�cate at the CA;

• Issuer Name: distinguished name (DN) of the CA;
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• Validity: date of begin and end of validity;

• Subject name: as given in the CSR above;

• Public key: bit string of public key;

• Signature Algorithm Identi�er: according to [46];

• Signature: bit string of validity created by the private key of the CA.

Version: 3 (0x2)
Serial Number: 1 (0x1)
Signature Algorithm: sha256WithRSAEncryption
Issuer: C=HU, L=Budapest, O=ArrowheadCA
Validity

Not Before: Feb 22 16:01:56 2016 GMT
Not After : Feb 21 16:01:56 2017 GMT

Subject: C=HU, L=Budapest, O=Arrowhead, CN=arrowhead.cloud1.aaaservice
Subject Public Key Info:

Public Key Algorithm: rsaEncryption
Public-Key: (2048 bit)
Modulus:

00:92:ad:a8:4b:1d:cb:fb:9c:f0:e8:bd:18:4c:c6:
...
Exponent: 65537 (0x10001)

X509v3 extensions:
X509v3 Basic Constraints:

CA:FALSE
Netscape Comment:

OpenSSL Generated Certificate
X509v3 Subject Key Identifier:

2C:FE:B2:FD:86:C7:93:42:14:28:2D:4A:96:92:11:2E:6C:E8:8E:19
X509v3 Authority Key Identifier:

keyid:4B:DC:06:AB:6A:19:D5:CC:14:C1:8F:C5:C4:88:B5:C1:E9:EB:BF:40

Signature Algorithm: sha256WithRSAEncryption
97:29:ef:ff:1e:0f:16:11:28:66:89:b9:65:34:d7:2d:be:59:
...

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDBTCCAm6gAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADA2MQswCQYDVQQGEwJIVTER
...
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

Figure 2.5. Identity and hierarchical information stored in certi�cates

A certi�cate structure which conforms the the above discussed hierarchy is depicted on

Figure 2.5. This format is a customization of the general X.509 certi�cate and it bounds

the identity of the system speci�cally to a local cloud (which makes spoo�ng attacks more

di�cult).
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2.5.3 Authorization tokens

Systems providing services should be able to verify that inbound requests for service access

are properly authorized and veri�ed by the Core Systems.

To this end, an authorization token is de�ned that conveys the Authorization information

securely that provides application-level security. Such a token is only valid for a period and

the life-cycle of one service access: one Service Consumer is authorized one-time to consume

the Service from the Service Provider. This information (Consumer-Service-Provider) is

stored as a string that should be decryptable and parseable by Application Systems that

require such advanced admission control functionalities. These tokens have the following

characteristics:

• It builds on the certi�cate hierarchy, which is widely accepted;

• It is generated by the Authorization System based on access rights during the orches-

tration process.;

• This token is then passed on to the Consumer by the Orchestrator;

• It is only decryptable by the Service Provider and its private certi�cate key;

• It assures that proper orchestration took place and the Consumer is veri�ed to access

the Service;

• Based on this, the Service Provider can either accept or reject the connection.

This methodology reduces Provider-side authorization and admission control to a string-

based validation of the the Consumer's identity. This identity is contained and veri�ed in its

certi�cate. This requires that Application Systems implement and evaluate this process at

every single inbound Service request. This approach ful�lls all the requirements for security

and SOA which are listed and validated in Table 2.2.

2.5.4 Certi�cate distribution as a service

I have de�ned a black box description of the Authorization system to be included in the

Arrowhead framework v4.0. The goal of this system is to provide authorization service

within an Arrowhead cloud but also to aid authorization at external clouds.

Authorization has two main roles:

• Access control: assure only those can access services who have permission to do so;
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Table 2.2. Validation of the requirements of the authorization service

Requirement Validation

Security

requirements

Con�dentiality Authorization token is encrypted with the

consumer's public key, making sure that only

it can decrypt it.

Integrity Token is signed by the authorization CA,

which veri�es that it created it, the signa-

ture can be veri�ed with the public key of

the CA. Also an encrypted hash is provided

therefore tampering can be detected.

Availability The token can be transmitted and used any-

time before its expiry, and can be veri�ed

without the need of the CA.

Authentication The token contains the provider's certi�cate

and a signature of the provider, also signed

by the CA.

Authorization The CA veri�es the consumer and checks for

authorization rights before issuing the token.

SOA

requirements

Loose coupling The token can be used and veri�ed without

the need to contact the CA.

Abstraction The token does not contain any additional

information of the consumer which is not

meant to be public.

Reusability The token can be re-used within its period of

availability if the provider allows it.

Statelessness The token contains all the necessary autho-

rization information in its own, it can be read

and processed every time the same way.
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• Issue proof that access is granted, e.g. the party is authorized to access the requested

service.

The above can only be ful�lled if there is trust in the cloud. Firstly, application systems

must trust the authorization system, secondly, they need to trust the issued proof. Trust

requires that the other party is identi�ed and it can prove without doubt that it is who

claims to be. This is called authentication.

Authentication

The requirement of authorization, access control and security in general is proper authenti-

cation. This can be achieved with PKI and PKI certi�cates.

Certi�cate based authentication and encryption build on the features of PKI, however,

pre-designated trust is required. A Certi�cate Authority (CA) must be present, and its

public key must be distributed to every system in the network. The role of the CA is to sign

certi�cates thereby validating their identity. In order this to be used, each party needs to

have a certi�cate, which contains information about the party, its public key and signature

by the CA. The signature is a message digest encrypted by the private key of the CA.

If system A wishes to communicate with system B, �rst they exchange their signed cer-

ti�cates. Then their validate each other's identity by generating random data and encrypting

it with the public key of the other. Let A's certi�cate be expressed as follows:

certA{IA, pkA, certCA, sign[IA, pkA]prkCA, h[...]} (2.1)

where:

• IA is A's identity information;

• pkA is the public key of A;

• certCA is the certi�cate of the certi�cate authority that signed A's certi�cate;

• sign[IA, pkA]prkCA is the signed public key of A by CA's private key;

• h[...] is the hash of the previous data to assure message integrity.

When B receives A's certi�cate, it performs the following actions to validate it:

• Check if the signature (hash) of the message is valid;
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• Check if the certCA chain contains a certi�cate of which B trusts. Through the forward

signing of the chain it then accepts A's certi�cate;

• Check if the signature of A's identity and public key are valid.

B then generates a challenge (random data), encrypts it with A's public key and sends

it to A along with its certi�cate. 'A' performs the same validation steps as above. Then

they can perform a Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange [47] using the other party's public key to

communicate securely and agree on a symmetric key called the session key.

This temporary symmetric key has the bene�t that it can be used more e�ciently for

encryption and description than private-public key pairs. Also, as it is valid for a session, it

has a much lesser chance of being compromised before becomes obsolete.

System description

The main component of the authorization system is the system-to-system access table which

describes for each system what other systems and services it can access. The result of

authorization is based on the entries in this table.

The authorization system provides two services:

1. Authorization service: receiving authorization request and issuing authorization tokens

(attribute certi�cates);

2. Authorization management service: con�guring the authorization tables.

The operation of the authorization service is depicted in the sequence diagram of Fig-

ure 2.6. In the presented scenario a Consumer system would like to use a service of the

Service Provider. After orchestration the consumer sends a token generation request to the

authorization service. The service checks the authorization table, and if the consumer is

allowed to access the requested service, a token is generated. The token is sent back in the

response message to the consumer. The consumer then connects the provider and sends the

token. The provider �rst veri�es the signature, then decrypts the token with its private key.

After the token is validated, servicing can start between the provider and the consumer, and

can continue until one of the parties request its release, or the token expires.

A token is similar to an attribute certi�cate that is described in RFC 5755 [48]. It is

similar to PKI certi�cate except it does not contain any public key. The token is encrypted
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Figure 2.6. Authorization sequence
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by the authorization service using the public key of the service provider, making sure that

only it can decrypt it. Like in a PKI certi�cate a signature is created with the private key

of the authorization system as an assurance of its validity. A token contains the following

data:

• The time of issue;

• The consumer who requested the token;

• The service the consumer requested access to;

• The result of authorization (access approved or denied);

• Date of expiry.

With the certi�cate distribution as a service secure authentication can be ful�lled in

a service oriented way. In the Arrowhead framework it makes secure inter-cloud servicing

possible by utilizing the chain of trust model.

2.6 Conclusions

The success of the Internet of Things approach in the ICT domain formed the trends for

next generation automation and industrial systems. However, despite the fact that tech-

nologies have became reliable to be used for IT applications, the heterogeneity of the usable

technologies and consequently the lack of standardized methods for certain use-cases opens

up a lot of unanswered questions. In industry there is a very narrow margin of accepted risk

that may result in security issues, not to mention that safety risk may also be involved. IoT

in terms of safety and security cannot be called mature, because its heterogeneous structure

involves a great deal of possible vulnerabilities yet to be fully understood.

In the �rst part of this chapter I have analyzed the possible threats of automation IoT

systems and elaborated them in a layered approach, concentrating on the lower layers. I

have found that there are vulnerabilities of wireless sensor network nodes used in IoT that

cannot be solved directly, only at higher layers due to the simplicity of these devices. In

automation IoT, additional requirements may be set even for end device capabilities.

The Arrowhead framework was created to aid interoperation of IoT automation systems,

which is a pre-requisite of the Industry 4.0 vision. This is done by de�ning core systems

such as service discovery, orchestration and authorization and their services. When di�erent,
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sometimes safety-critical industrial systems connect to the outside world, assuring security

is critical. Therefore the core services of Arrowhead needs to support and force security

measures. Since any local cloud of this automation-speci�c Internet of Things domain can

be subject to threats, providing proper security mechanisms for them is of major interest.

After a brief recap on the Arrowhead Framework, I described some security requirements

and related issues. The previously used ticket based approach for authorization and authen-

tication has some drawbacks. We can overcome these by using the presented PKI-based

token approach.

In order to solve authentication and authorization issues not just within, but in-between

local clouds, I introduced using certi�cate hierarchies. In this, every local cloud has a

Certi�cate Authority that issues and signs its System certi�cates. This CA is the root of

the trust chain within its local cloud, and has its own certi�cate signed by a parent CA.

Moreover, I investigated how to manage access rights within local clouds by using this

approach. I introduced an authorization token which is valid only for one servicing instance.

Another advantage of this token approach is that it can be used within and in-between local

clouds.
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Chapter 3

Combining Security and Safety

assurance in Industrial IoT

3.1 Motivation

The advantages of utilizing the Internet and service-oriented information technologies, such

as IoT on physical architectures are beyond dispute. Consequently, the physical world and

the world of information technologies are converging. This results in the appearance of

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). Industrial CPS, such as IoT automation systems contain

critical business information, which will be made accessible in the cloud. It is clear, that

any weak points in the cloud domain can cause serious reactions in the physical domain,

resulting in signi�cant impact on commercial and company values � as well as on human

safety. In order to ensure safety, security and reliability of such systems, threats and failures

need to be considered on both physical and cyber levels of its operation.

Security is a property that expresses the ability to maintain con�dentiality, integrity

and availability of the system and its assets.

Safety is a property that guarantees that the system cannot cause damage to life, health,

property, or environment. Nowadays with the commodity hardware and software used in

CPPS, in order them to be safe they have to be secure [49].

Although well-suited and proven analysis methods exist in the IT domain, the di�erent

aspects of industrial automation pose new and more strict requirements. Security objectives

such as availability and integrity are of the utmost importance � however, due to the connec-
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tions with the physical world, assuring safety and reliability are just as critical. There are

established techniques to assure safety and reliability in the industrial domain, but these do

not consider new challenges introduced by this wide connectivity. Security threats can have

impact on the safety and reliability of the system, therefore these are no longer completely

independent properties.

There has been some research on performing safety and security analyses in combination

[50, 51, 52, 53]. In [54] an overview of approaches and methods are given based on the

SAE J3061 guidebook [55] for analyzing security in the automotive domain. Kriaa et.al. de-

veloped a survey of approaches combining Safety and Security for Industrial Control Systems

[10]. The challenge with most of the presented methods in one hand is that they focus only

on the connected safety-critical system and not on the complete communication system, e.g.

from the safety-critical system to the IT back end. On the other hand, these are manual

approaches requiring a lot of human e�ort.

Following this �nding, a combined approach would be bene�cial that allows the analysis

of the complete data path � from the industrial M2M communication to the Internet and

cloud connectivity �, and considers threats, failures and their impact. This approach needs

to be automatable to reduce required human e�ort.

3.2 Security Assessment

3.2.1 Standards

The importance of security in the IT domain is supported by the number of available stan-

dards. There are numerous standards dealing with security analysis, assurance and manage-

ment topics. In the following I overview the most relevant standards in the topic, summarized

in Table 3.1.

In Europe, standards of ISO are the most extensive. ISO 27001 [56] describes the re-

quirements and steps for an organization to create and maintain an information security risk

management system (ISMS). ISO 27005 [57] describes the information security risk manage-

ment process that starts with risk identi�cation, followed by risk analysis, risk assessment

and �nally, risk treatment as depicted in Figure 3.1.

Such systems needs to implement risk monitoring, acceptance and communication strate-
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Table 3.1. Security related standards and guidebooks

Standard name Content

ISO 27001 [56] Information security management systems (ISMS)

ISO 27005 [57] Information security risk management

NIST Special Publica-

tion 800-30 [58]

Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments

SAE J3061 guidebook

[55]

Cybersecurity Guidebook for Cyber-Physical Vehicle Sys-

tems

Common Criteria

(CC) [59]

Common Criteria for Information Technology Security

Evaluation

ISO/IEC 15408 [60] Evaluation criteria for IT security

ISA/IEC 62443 [61] Industrial Automation and Control Systems Security [62]

gies and perform the previously mentioned processes periodically. This standard outlines

that security risk analysis should start with threat identi�cation, followed by likelihood and

impact assessments. It also presents a quantitative risk assessment approach that takes

into account other factors such as the value of the asset, ease of exploitation and levels of

vulnerability.

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in the USA has developed infor-

mation security related standards such as the NIST Special Publication 800-30 [58], which

provides guidelines for organizations to perform risk management which comprises risk mon-

itoring, assessment and response. Among these, the standard concentrates on the risk as-

sessment part, which consists of risk modeling, assessment and analysis steps. The purpose

of risk modeling is to �nd threats and vulnerabilities from them. In the assessment phase,

the likelihood and impact of these threats have to be determined. The standard provides

both quantitative and qualitative ranking method to assess the risk behind the threats.

Due to the diversity of national security guidelines, industrial organizations created Com-

mon Criteria (CC) [59], an agreement for creating standards for Information Technology Se-

curity Evaluation. Common Criteria is based on the ISO/IEC 15408 standard [60]. It de�nes

the ways to express security requirements for customers on IT products and systems, and

the process of their evaluation. Customers can specify implementation-independent security
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Figure 3.1. ISO 27005 risk assessment process [57]

requirements in the form of protection pro�les.

The industrial sector is not aided with security standards in the same extent as the IT

domain. The ISA/IEC 62443 family of standards is being developed from the ISA 99 US

standard family jointly by ISA (International Society of Automation) and IEC (International

Electrotechnical Commission). These target Industrial Automation and Control Systems

(IACS) security [61]. The concept to perform security risk assessment and management is

similar to what is outlined in the ISO 27000 family [63].
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3.2.2 Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment

There are a handful of existing approaches to analyze system security with. A number

of them is based on Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment (TARA) [55] that is a simple

procedural approach. There are several methods to perform TARA such as TVRA (Threat,

Vulnerabilities, and implementation Risks Analysis) [62], OCTAVE (Operationally Critical

Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation) or Attack Trees. The TVRA method can

determine security risk based on the likelihood and impact measures of identi�ed threats.

In order to identify threats, it is best to model the system as components. The Microsoft

Threat Modeling Process [64] can be used for modeling and threat identi�cation. It describes

the model elements and the meta-language for producing a threat catalog � based on the

model.

Risk assessment methodologies are either quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative based

approaches rely on the historical data and provide a numerical level of risk that represents the

probability of a threat to successfully happen. Qualitative approaches only show a symbolic

level of risk. They are very dependent on the knowledge and experience in one hand, and on

the point of view of who carries out the assessment, on the other hand. My work is based

on a qualitative approach, as I did not possess historical data about speci�c applications.

For risk assessment, I chose to adopt the ETSI TVRA approach with modi�cations

to make them more general [65]. These guidelines can be easily adapted, based on the

speci�c requirements for di�erent use-cases. I have found ETSI TVRA a simple-to-apply,

but su�ciently detailed method. I consider the impact of the threats on three main security

objectives (e.g., con�dentiality, integrity and availability) separately. It helps to apply risk

assessment based on the importance of the three objectives for speci�c use-cases.

In the method I have adapted, risk assessment determines threat criticality based on

the likelihood of exploitation, and the resulting impact. The likelihood measure depends

on two factors, (i) the di�culty of executing a successful attack and (ii) the motivation an

attacker may have behind it. This latter relates to what an attacker can gain from the attack,

which can be either objective (e.g. information), but also subjective (e.g. revenge). The

impact measure is determined by the scale level (extent) of the attack and detectability (and

recoverability) of the attack, e.g. the di�culty to restore the system to the state prior the

attack. The standard quali�es each of the above measures in three levels. For each threat,

the resulting risk can have three possible values as well, namely: minor, major or critical.
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Table 3.2. Determining the likelihood of an attack as a function of attacker motivation and

di�culty of perpetrating the attack

Di�culty

None Solvable Strong

Motivation

Low Unlikely

Moderate
Likely

Possible
Unlikely

High Likely

Likelihood assessment

ETSI de�nes three discrete levels for categorizing the likelihood of an attack happening

associated to a given threat: unlikely, possible and likely. To evaluate attack likelihood the

following two factors needs to be considered.

Motivation for the attack that drives an attacker is very dependent on the use-cases.

For example vandalism are less likely motivation for attacking network of an industry plant.

The most common motivations for an attack are opportunity and greed. The interest level

of a motivation can be high, moderate or low.

Technical di�culty for perpetrating the attack refers to the barriers in carrying out

an attack. The level of di�culty is very dependent on a standard's age, for example WEP

was supposed to be a robust protocol and di�cult to break when it was proposed; yet it is

now very easy to attack. Technical di�culty for implementing a threat can be the following:

• Strong: Security mechanisms that currently may not be defeated because some theo-

retical elements needed for perpetrating an attack upon them are missing;

• Solvable: Security mechanisms that may be countered or has been defeated in a related

technology;

• None: A precedent for the attack already exists.

Based on above risk factors, likelihood levels are de�ned in Table 3.2.

Impact assessment

This method evaluates the impact of an attack if it happens. We de�ne the impact of the

attack based on its scale or scope that a�ects communication security of the network, and
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Table 3.3. Impact level based on the scale and detectability of an attack/threat

Detectability and Recoverability

Easy Moderate Hard

Scale level

Node Minor Minor Moderate

WAN Moderate Signi�cant Signi�cant

EN Moderate Signi�cant Signi�cant

the possibility of detecting and recovering from e�ects of the attack. The two metrics are

explained in the following.

Scale level shows the scale of network that will be a�ected by an attack. There can

be a machine/node under attack or the attack may expand to the entire enterprise network.

The scale level can be one of the following:

• Node: Attack only a�ects the node under attack or user(s) of that node. It does not

have serious in�uence on the communication of other nodes.

• Wireless Access Network (WAN): Attack also a�ects other nodes in the same service

set or ad-hoc/mesh network.

• Enterprise Network (EN): E�ects on whole enterprise network including the wireless

access network.

Detectability and Recoverability expresses how di�cult is to detect a threat and

recover from the e�ects of the attack. It can have the following three levels:

• Easy: no special measures are needed to detect and recover from the attack. There is

no permanent damage and information loss.

• Medium: detecting the attack may require speci�c monitoring of communication or

data integrity. There may be need manual intervention to restore the system to working

state.

• Hard: the attack is hard to detect with conventional measures or it can result in

information loss beyond recovery.

Based on the scale of attack and di�culty to detect and recover from it, the impact of

a threat is de�ned in Table 3.3. I have changed the detectability and recoverability levels.
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Table 3.4. Risk assessment guideline based on the impact and likelihood metrics

Likelihood

Unlikely Possible Likely

Impact

Signi�cant Minor Major Critical

Moderate Minor Major Major

Minor Minor Minor Minor

In the standard the levels were: low, moderate and high, but I've found these confusing so

I suggest the terminology presented in the table.

Risk assessment

I performed risk analysis on the identi�ed vulnerabilities. In the presented methodology, a

threat is ranked as critical under the following conditions: if it is likely to occur and has

high or medium impact, or if it is possible and has high impact. A threat is only assessed

as major if it is possible and has medium impact. Based on the ETSI guidelines and the

de�ned risk levels from Table 3.4, the risk is critical when the attack is likely to happen and

its impact is signi�cant. If it is unlikely to happen or its impact is minor, the risk is also

minor.

3.3 Safety Assessment

Safety is one of the attributes of dependability which is de�ned as "the ability to deliver

service that can justi�ably be trusted". Safety is the "absence of catastrophic consequences

on the user(s) and the environment" [66]. There are three aspects of safety: primary, func-

tional and indirect safety. Primary safety deals with risk of direct contact with hardware,

such as electric shock or burns. Functional safety relates to the functional operation of elec-

tric components and risks from possible faults. Indirect safety is connected with secondary

consequences of faulty operation [67].

Functional safety is a very important aspect of equipment which are in contact with-

and therefore can impact human life. Nowadays, as more and more functionality is being

automatized, maintaining safety becomes a requirement. This is happening not just in the
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industrial sector, but also in commercial areas such as the automotive, transportation, and

medical sectors. An actual example is today's cars, which are in every household. Many of the

car's systems, such as fuel injection are controlled by computer relying on multiple sensors.

A wrong controller output, due to a glitch, a faulty sensor or environmental conditions can

have fatal consequences. Such outcomes are safety risks, which must be avoided.

In contrast to security, which is based on the communication link, safety was based on

electrical and electronic components of distinct (not interconnected) devices. However today

most of the functionality is executed in software which runs on application speci�c single

chips, so the task of safety assessment concentrates more on software than on hardware.

Software has its design weaknesses, which can be found through extensive testing, and it is

predictable and cannot get faulty like hardware does. In these terms there are commonalities

in analyzing safety and security.

Before describing methods for safety assessment, let us have an overview on the key

terminology used in this context. There are di�erent terms and de�nitions in the literature,

I aim to provide ones which are the most accepted [68, 66]:

• Failure: an event when a system component, module or service deviates from it's

correct operation;

• Error: the state of the system which leads to failure;

• Fault: the cause of the error;

• Failure mode: the way the failure occurs;

• Failure e�ect: the consequence of the failure.

IEC 61508 is generic standard for industrial safety risk analysis [69]. Development of

domain-speci�c standards are based on that.

In order to identify hazards in equipment which can lead to safety risk, risk assessment

methods such as Failure Modes and E�ects Analysis (FMEA) and its extension with critical-

ity assessment (FMECA) [68] can be used. FMEA is a popular risk assessment method. The

process is to break down the system into smaller elements (to the desired detail), identify

failure modes, determine possible causes and analyze their e�ect (impact). A failure mode

can be for example when a component breaks down, fails to perform its desired action in

time, responds slowly or prematurely, provides wrong output, etc. The FMEA process is

depicted in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. FMEA analysis �owchart [68]
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A failure can have no, one or several causes. If we can determine that there is no possible

state of the component which can cause a speci�c failure mode, than we can rule that failure

out. It is also possible that a failure can have multiple causes, in which case all of them need

to be assessed separately.

Failure Modes and E�ects Analysis (FMEA) [68] de�nes the Risk rating as follows:

R = S ∗ P

where R is the Risk, S is the severity and P is probability of occurrence. Probability of

occurrence (Pi) is measured in �ve levels the following way:

• 0 ≤ Pi < 0, 001, level 1 - improbable;

• 0, 001 ≤ Pi < 0, 01, level 2 - remote;

• 0, 01 ≤ Pi < 0, 1, level 3 - occasional;

• 0, 1 ≤ Pi < 0, 2, level 4 - probable;

• Pi ≥ 0, 2, level 5 - frequent.

For each failure mode we need to assess their possible e�ect directly on the component

and ultimately on the system, then assign a severity rating to it. FMEA de�nes 4 severity

levels depending on the failure e�ect on the system, on the environment and on human life:

• Class I, insigni�cant: failure mode could potentially degrade the system's functions

but cause no damage to the system and not threatens life or injury;

• Class II, marginal: could potentially degrade system performance but no threat to life

or injury;

• Class III, critical: potentially result in failure, causes considerable damage to the

system, but no serious threat to life or injury.

• Class IV, catastrophic: serious damage to the system and/or personal injury.

Depending the probability and severity rating the risk level is determined according to

Table 3.5.

FMECA extends FMEA with criticality analysis and considers the severity and frequency

(or probability) of failure modes. Increase either in the severity or frequency of the failure

mode results in increased criticality. Sometimes also a detection factor is considered that

measures the di�culty of detecting a failure mode before it can e�ect the system or its users.
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Table 3.5. Risk/criticality based on Probability and Severity

Probability level
Severity level

I. Insigni�cant II. Marginal III. Critical IV. Catastrophic

1. Improbable Negligible Negligible Tolerable Tolerable

2. Remote Negligible Tolerable Undesirable Undesirable

3. Occasional Tolerable Undesirable Undesirable Intolerable

4. Probable Tolerable Undesirable Intolerable Intolerable

5. Frequent Undesirable Intolerable Intolerable Intolerable

The higher this number is, the more di�cult it is to detect the failure resulting in higher

criticality.

The probability number is assigned to 5 classes, where 1 has the lowest, 5 has the highest

margin. A failure is ranked as frequent (class 5) if it has a probability of occurrence higher

or equal than 0,2. Finally, the criticality can be determined from the risk/criticality matrix,

which has 5 rows of the probability and 4 columns of the severity classes.

We have found that the FMEA method can be applied to Data Flow Diagrams (DFD),

the same model we use for the security assessment, and delivers results with a similar level

of granularity as our security assessment approach.

3.4 Combined methodology for Safety & Security assess-

ment

During my research I have found that the recent trends of industrial automation sector result

in changes in how system safety and security needs to be assured. Formerly, safety assessment

have been performed on hardware parts, whereas security a�ects software components. Now

systems get interconnected in the network, which means security has a more critical role. On

the other hand more reliable, task speci�c hardware elements are utilized and most of the

functionality is performed in software. All in all, assessing safety and security starts from a

common ground, has similar goals and similar steps.

Knowing from experience, performing detailed safety and security analysis on an indus-

trial use-case is a very time-consuming task. I have found that safety and security are not
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completely separable properties of such systems. I intend to shown that security and safety

analysis can be automated using a common model and risk analysis guidelines. The �rst

step of the analysis is to create a system model. A Data Flow Diagram represents system

components as interacting processes. The process is the most basic entity that can repre-

sent the encompassed state machine of both hardware and software elements. The STRIDE

method can be used for creating a security threat catalog, and also adapted its methodology

for creating the safety threat catalog [64].

Analyzing safety and security of a system starts with modeling the overall system by

dividing it to core elements and functions. This is followed by identifying vulnerabilities

that may become threats. An attacker may exploit these vulnerabilities and perform an

attack resulting in an impact on the system, which may be loss of sensitive data to the

company, damage to the system � even injury, or loss of life. The robustness of a system

in terms of security can be expressed by the nature of threats and the combined risk. The

magnitude of risk behind a threat is usually composed by the likelihood and the impact of

the threat.

Every risk assessment method should be based on likelihood and impact assessment as

de�ned in ISO 27005 [57]. The likelihood expresses the probability that a vulnerability will

be exploited. The impact expresses the magnitude of loss of value or damage during an
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attack.

The STRIDE threat generation process puts threats into di�erent categories according

to what security objectives are a�ected. During risk assessment, for each threat the risk

level can be calculated separately for all the objectives. These objectives can however be

amended with safety related ones, which solves the threat ranking issue and the fact that

certain security threats can have impact on safety. This is what we have followed in our

combined analysis method, which is depicted in Figure 3.3.

Threat modeling

The process of risk assessment starts from identifying threats to the system, the result of

which is described in the threat catalog [57]. The threat catalog can be obtained from a

model of the system under investigation [61]. Threat modeling can be performed on many

levels of detail, but usually is an iterative process starting from a simple model and re�ning

it for the required detail, often parallel to system design [64].

The most widely used modeling format in this domain is the Data Flow Diagram (DFD).

DFDs can model system components and their interactions. Microsoft's threat modeling

tool [70] allows DFD modeling of the system, as well as creating a threat catalog based on

the DFD. A DFD may consist of the following elements: External Entity (EE, e.g. users),

Processing Node (PN, e.g. process), Data Store (DS, e.g. database), and Data Flows (DF,

e.g. communication link). Assembling the threat catalog from the DFD is based on the

STRIDE method [71]. The acronym stands for the six possible threat categories:

• Spoo�ng: an attacker poses as somebody else without ways to prove otherwise or verify

its identity;

• Tampering: an attacker makes malicious modi�cation on the data being sent without

ways to detect and prove it;

• Repudiation: an attacker performs a malicious action without somebody being able to

prove it, e.g. it is not possible to trace back an action and bind it to an identity;

• Information disclosure: an attacker gains access to information which was not intended

for him/her;

• Denial of Service: an attacker denies access or degrades a service, resource or commu-

nication channel;

• Elevation of privilege: exploiting a vulnerability in the system the user elevates his/her
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Table 3.6. STRIDE threat categories and a�ected security objectives (based on [64])

Threat A�ected security objective Involved element

Spoo�ng Authentication EE, PN

Tampering Integrity DF, DS, PN

Repudiation Non-Repudiation EE, PN

Information disclosure Con�dentiality DF, DS, PN

Denial of Service Availability DF, DS, PN

Elevation of Privilege Authorization PN

role to a level of privileged users.

The DFD may consists of the following components:

• Processing Node (PN): a circle representing a software process executing a speci�c

task;

• Data Flow (DF): a directed arrow representing a data path in the system such as a

communication channel;

• External Entity (EE): a rectangle representing a controller in the system which can

provide inputs but cannot be controlled, for example a user;

• Data Store (DS): parallel lines representing a persistent data store, such as database;

• Trust boundary: a red dotted line which crosses data �ows representing a separation

of privilege between components.

Table 3.6 lists these categories, the security objectives that are violated by that kind of

threats, and the components where such threat may arise.

The idea behind building a threat catalog from a DFD is that a vulnerability is only

possible due to an interaction between DFD components. The components between te end-

points of a data �ow determine what kind of vulnerability may be exploited in that �ow as

shown in the table.
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Security Risk Assessment

During risk assessment we need to determine risk of security vulnerabilities. Risk is calcu-

lated based on the likelihood of exploitation, and the resulting impact. There are several

ranking schemes to be used as described in Section 3.2.2. I have found ETSI TVRA a

simple-to-apply, but su�ciently detailed method. It provides qualitative analysis, described

in standard TS 102 165-1 [62]. According to this, the likelihood measure depends on two

factors, (i) the di�culty of executing a successful attack and (ii) the motivation an attacker

may have behind it . This latter relates to what an attacker can gain from the attack, which

can be either objective (e.g. information) but also subjective (e.g. revenge).

The impact measure is determined by the scale level (extent) of the attack and detectabil-

ity (and recoverability) of the attack, e.g. the di�culty to restore the system to the state

prior the attack.

This standard quali�es each of the above measures in three levels. For each threat, the

resulting risk can have three possible values as well, namely: minor, major or critical.

Adaptation of safety assessment

Contrary to security analysis which is performed on software (logical) components, most

techniques for safety and reliability analysis were developed for not-connected systems, con-

sisting of almost solely hardware parts. Analyzing electronics and software is challenging,

because the calculation of risks is di�erent than for hardware. Software is not likely to fail

randomly due to aging or environmental in�uences, but it has built-in weaknesses that are

triggered [72]. Instead of quantitative assessments, only qualitative evaluations are possible.

In addition to that, detailed analysis methods such as Fault Tree Analysis are challenged by

the increasing complexity and connectivity.

[73] presents a case study where FMEA was used to analyze software of a safety critical

system. It assesses 8 error categories for criticality: computational, logic, data i/o, data han-

dling, interface, data de�nition, database and other. Criticality is calculated by forecasted

error probability per trials times probability of failure.

In his book, Yang-Ming Zhu presents an extended overview on applying FMEA to dif-

ferent phases of software development, from requirements engineering to testing [72]. He

highlights the main problem behind coming up with a general approach to perform soft-
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Table 3.7. Data related failure modes and a�ected DFD elements

Element

Fault type Processing Node Data Store External Entity Data Flow

Missing Data x x

Incorrect Data x x

Timing of Data x x

Extra Data x x

Halt/Abnormal Termination x

Omitted Event x

Incorrect Logic x

Timing/Order x x x

ware FMEA. Approaches generally start by choosing the hierarchical level the analysis is

performed on. The next step is to identify potential failure modes such as interfaces, com-

munications, timing, sequence/order, logic, etc. Then related failure causes and e�ects need

to be identi�ed. Finally the severity and occurrence need to be rated which results in the

risk.

There can be in�nite number of failure modes de�ned, but the ones which have relevance

always depend on the context. Where there are no safety critical components, there is not

much point to perform risk analysis. Also, di�erent components are a�ected di�erently to

failure modes. For example, in case of a wind turbine, the power requirement of the grid

determines the angle of the blades, that is, whether to turn on the turbine or �feather�

the propellers. It is necessary to know the requirements for power supply. It is better not

to receive no info than false info. In self-driving cars the state of the sensors need always

be known. If there is a shortage, the car does not what to do, apply the brakes, or keep

maintaining speed, which one would cause less damage? Data which is not that accurate

might be better than no data at all.

That is the reason there is no general approach to identify relevant failure modes. In

this work I try to narrow down the �eld of possible applications and concentrate on com-

munication systems. In the following I intend to de�ne the possible failure modes related to

communication systems, as the �rst step of the analysis process described in Section 3.3:

• Missing Data (e.g. lost message): data is lost due to hardware or communication link
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failure;

• Incorrect Data: data is inaccurate, spurious or corrupted;

• Timing of Data: obsolete data, data arrives too soon for processing;

• Extra Data: already processed data arrives (redundancy), or too much data arrives

and cannot be processed (over�ow);

• Halt/Abnormal Termination: process hangs or dead-locked waiting to another process

which is terminated;

• Omitted Event: event does not take place, but execution continues;

• Incorrect Logic: preconditions are inaccurate; event does not satisfy intended trigger;

• Timing/Order: events occur in the wrong order; an event occurs too early or late.

I have created a mapping between the list of failure modes of software components and

the elements of the DFD that are prone to that failures. This mapping, shown in Table 3.7 is

similar to how STRIDE de�nes which kind of threat a�ect which diagram component. This

makes it possible to use a single system model for the safety and the security assessments

and automate the process. This can also facilitate the exchange and cooperation between

safety and security experts and to avoid di�erences based on di�erent system representations

[74].

3.5 Case studies

With the realization of the Internet of Things (IoT) concept, industrial systems can get

interconnected through the internet. A lot of new security and safety issues arise in Machine-

to-Machine (M2M) communication [20, 27]. These systems contain devices that are simple

in hardware and software in order to be cheap and power e�cient. These properties makes

it harder to apply proper security measures on such devices. The key in such cases is to �nd

the balance between security, safety, privacy, reliability, power e�ciency, and even price.
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3.5.1 Analyzing security issues in industrial usage of wireless com-

munication

Wireless technologies for networking have been increasingly used from the early 2000s after

the �rst version of the Wi-Fi standard, IEEE 802.11 [75] was released. It has mainly been

used in home and o�ce environments due to its a�ordability and hardware availability. To

provide the main security objectives in Wi-Fi communication, the IEEE 802.11 standard

proposed WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) in 1999 with intention of providing con�den-

tiality and integrity of communication over Wi-Fi. In 2004, an amendment to the standard

published to mitigate known problems with security issues in the IEEE802.11 [76]. In IEEE

802.11i amendment, two general classes of security were proposed: pre-RSN security which

comprises legacy security capabilities and RSN Security which includes a number of security

mechanisms to create Robust Secure Networks (RSN). In the latter, two data origin authenti-

cation, integrity check and con�dentiality protocols are proposed in the 802.11i amendment:

TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol) and CCMP (Counter Mode Cipher Block Chaining

Message Authentication Code Protocol). TKIP, a solution to replace WEP was the basis of

WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA)), but it became deprecated in 2012. CCMP supported

in WPA2 is still considered secure.

Wireless communication has recently gained foothold in the industrial environment. It is

frequently used as interface of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, especially due to

the recent wide availability of smart-devices, such as smart-meters that are being installed

on a large scale to implement smart-energy grids. Smart-meters measure energy consump-

tion in households and make it available to utility providers, which use this information

to manage the energy grid more e�ciently, and o�er advanced services. In addition, M2M

communication introduces new threats due to, for example, the resource constrains of the

devices, or their deployment, which needs to be considered. Representative use-cases can be

found in the Arrowhead project [77, 78, 79].

M2M communication is involved in di�erent areas including healthcare, remote mainte-

nance and control, vehicular telematics and smart grids [20]. Each of the mentioned appli-

cations has speci�c security requirements and di�erent security threats and vulnerabilities.

For example, [80] presents a comprehensive survey of cyber security issues for the Smart

Grid; enumerating the security requirements, potential network vulnerabilities and attack
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countermeasures.

As M2M concepts mainly emerged from Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), most of the

publications in the literature try to answer challenges for WSN security. A recently published

IETF draft [81] reviews aspects and functionalities that are required for the secure IP-based

solution of the Internet of Things (IoT).

Previous studies concerning WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) security such as [82]

mainly highlight possible vulnerabilities and attacks and their countermeasures for enterprise

and home/o�ce environments. Security issues, risk analysis of WLAN technology in the

M2M communication context are not studied before.

Threat analysis and risk assessment are essential parts for identifying the impact on

security objectives and proposing an optimum security solution/policy which has received less

attention for M2M applications previously. The following security objectives for information

security in general, and for wireless communication speci�cally can be identi�ed [83]:

• Con�dentiality: Communication data is protected against interception of unauthorized

parties;

• Authentication & Access control: Only authenticated users get access to the net-

work. Users know with which entity they are communicating with (authenticated

user/machine);

• Data Integrity: Data is not modi�ed by unauthorized parties;

• Availability: Network services are available and are not broken down because of attacks.

Both threat analysis and risk assessment processes are very dependent to the application

and context of deployment of the technology. For example in the o�ce environment, con�-

dentiality is the most important security requirement compared to integrity and availability,

whereas in an industry environment availability is the most critical, so security policies must

give privilege to rules preventing attacks targeting the availability, such as DoS attacks.

Also, for mission and safety-critical automation systems, authentication & access control are

crucial [27].

A threat catalog comprises the list of known threats. They are categorized based on

the main categories of attacks for wireless communication shown in Table 3.8 [81]. Active

attacks are those carried out by transmitting or replaying tra�c, while passive ones are only
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Table 3.8. Threat categories

Category Description

Eavesdropping

(ED)

Attacker passively monitors the network communications for

capturing communicating data and authentication credentials.

(passive)

Man-in-the-Middle

(MiM)

Attacker intercepts the path of communications between two

legitimate parties, thereby obtaining authentication credentials

and data. (active)

Masquerading

(MQ)

Attacker impersonates an authorized user and gains certain

unauthorized privileges. (active)

Message Modi�ca-

tion (MM)

Attacker actively alters a legitimate message by deleting, adding

to, changing, or reordering it. (active)

Message Replay

(MR)

Attacker passively spoofs transmission frames and retransmits

them, acting as if the attacker is a legitimate user. (active and

passive)

Tra�c Analysis

(TA)

Attacker passively monitors transmissions to identify communi-

cation patterns and participants. (passive)

Physical Attack /

Firmware Replace-

ment (PA)

Attacker has physical access to the device and can replace

�rmware or steal credential information like static keys. (active)

Routing Attack

(RA)

A network layer attack, where attacker tries to manipulate rout-

ing table to misdirect tra�c in WMN (mesh) and WSN (sensor)

networks. (active)

Authentication At-

tacks (AA)

Intruders use these attacks to steal legitimate user identities and

credentials. Dictionary attacks and brute force attacks are two

common attacks in this category. (active)

Availability/ De-

nial of Service

Attacks (DoS)

Attacks attempt to inhibit or prevent legitimate use of the wire-

less communication services, including DoS attacks. (active)
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based on listening tra�c.

I have collected the most relevant threats of WLAN communication in Table 3.9 [84].

The type column re�ects on the category abbreviations of Table 3.8.

In Table 3.10 the risk of all identi�ed threats of WLAN communication is evaluated based

on the impact on security objectives and considering the guideline presented in Section 3.2.2

[85]. I have abbreviated some of the long keywords for the table to �t in the page. These

are:

• Hi = High;

• Lo = Low;

• Ly = Likely;

• Uy = Unlikely;

• Hrd = Hard;

• Min = Minimal;

• Mod = Moderate;

• Maj = Major;

• Crit = Critical;

• Sign = Signi�cant.

In risk assessment, values assigned to risks needs to be justi�ed. As an example, WEP

shared key cracking can be done by eavesdropping to the tra�c for few seconds so the

di�culty level is chosen solvable. The motivation of this attack is high as it can reveal

encrypted information to the attacker which can be valuable. By revealing the shared key,

tra�c of all nodes connected to that speci�c AP the key can be decrypted. Detectability

and recoverability is chosen moderate as detecting the attack is impossible as it is a passive

attack unless the attacker tries to connect to the AP. This attack is recoverable by changing

the shared key in all nodes connected to the AP, which in some scenarios such as IoT might

not be a straightforward process. The impact of this attack on the availability and integrity

of the communication is also minor.

WPA-PSK key cracking can be easily achieved by capturing handshake tra�c and de-

ploying dictionary attack tools such as Aircrack1. The consequence and impact of revealing

the shared key is similar to what is mentioned for WEP key cracking attack.

1https://www.aircrack-ng.org/doku.php?id=cracking_wpa
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Table 3.9. Threats in WLAN communication

Name Type Description

WEP Shared Key

Cracking

AA 802.11 shared key authentication with a cracked shared

key or default WEP keys

WPA-PSK Cracking AA Recovering a WPA PSK from captured key handshake

frames using dictionary attack tools

Application Login

Theft

AA Capturing application layer credential information such

as email account and password by capturing clear text

transmissions

AP Theft DoS Physically removing an AP from a public space

RF Jamming DoS Transmitting noise at the same frequency as the target

WLAN

802.11 Beacon Flood DoS Generating thousands of counterfeit 802.11 beacons to

make it hard for stations to �nd a legitimate AP

802.11 Data Deletion DoS Jamming an intended receiver to prevent delivery while

simultaneously spoo�ng ACKs for deleted data frames

Intercept TCP sessions

/ SSL, SSH tunnels

MiM Intercept TCP sessions or SSL/SSH tunnels in the evil

twin AP

Evil Twin AP MQ Masquerading as an authorized AP by beaconing the

SSID to lure users

Bit-�ipping or Message

Forgery in WEP

MM Attacker can change bits in the frame body and cor-

rect the CRC integrity check part of the frame that can

pass the integrity check. Attacker uses bit �ipping to

compromise the security stream key

802.11 Frame Injection MR Crafting and sending forged frames

Device Cloning PA Including a backdoor in the cloned device

Selective Forwarding RA Selectively forward frames to the next hop
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3.5.2 Automotive engine monitoring

The situation in the automation environment is particularly challenging due to the used

legacy devices and protocols. Integrating such devices directly in IoT is often di�cult or

even impossible. In order to simplify the integration, such challenges are often circumvented

by using an adapter device connected to the legacy device that provides an interface between

the legacy and the standardized Internet protocols. Despite having the bene�t to implement

security measures close to the device, such solutions also raise additional security concerns,

such as violating data integrity via tampering and opening up additional attack surfaces.

The Arrowhead project (introduced in Section 2.4.1) produced an interoperability frame-

work for IoT automation systems. The framework has been integrated in di�erent use-cases;

many of them comprising CPS. The combined methodology presented above was developed

during the integration of an automotive use-case. The main element of this was a legacy de-

vice used in automotive production for the testing of car engines. Its purpose was to collect

system status data that is used to optimize its maintenance cycle, predict and increase sys-

tem availability. These devices needed to be integrated in an Arrowhead automation cloud,

so that the information can be sent to the system maintainer who could schedule mainte-

nance. The challenge in adopting a legacy system to meet the needs of IoT and collaborative

automation was to handle the increased attack surface without completely re-designing the

existing system. There was no standard way to follow for system adoption. This resulted in

a sequential process of safety and security risk analysis and system re-design.

There have been multiple versions of the solution architecture for each of the four gener-

ations of the Arrowhead framework. I had performed risk analysis and based on the result

the architecture had been re�ned. Beside analysis and assessment, huge emphasis was also

put on service level security in the Arrowhead framework [38].

During the �rst assessment I identi�ed the most critical assets. These are the con�gu-

ration and test data on the test system, and the data in the backend, which must be kept

con�dential.

Figure 3.4 shows a simpli�ed high level data-�ow model of the analyzed use-case created

in the Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool. The original system was quite complex, but it cannot

be presented within this thesis, due to con�dentiality reasons.

This model can be divided in two major parts, the local network and the cloud/backend

network; these are outlined by red striped rectangles, called trust boundaries, in order to
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Figure 3.4. Simpli�ed Threat Model

express a separation of security requirements. The other form of expressing separation of

trust is a red striped line crossing data �ows, in this case the Internet as the communication

channel.

Most elements of the architecture are modeled as processes depicted as spheres in the

�gure. Processes exhibit the widest functionality but can also be a�ected by most of the

possible threats according to the threat analysis model detailed in the next section. The

model consists of three main parts:

• Customer site: includes the measurement CPS, which is the legacy system designed

without extensive security measures or the need to be connected to the Internet. In

the described use-case it is connected through its supported legacy protocol to an

adapter. This adapter provides security by encrypting the data and also implements

an Internet transport protocol. Data is sent periodically to the service provider under

the supervision of the customer to maintain the desired level of information privacy.

• DMZ/Cloud: the remote site in the DMZ (Demilitarized Zone), which can be in a cloud

or a separated network of the service provider. The process called as data aggregator

implements a publish-subscribe interface, but also acts as a �rewall, authenticating the

clients. The service provider can subscribe for the data of particular clients.

• Provider backend: comprised of elements on the provider network such as the decryptor

which requests, receives and decrypts the data from the measurement devices, processes

the data, calculates statistics and schedules maintenance of the equipment. This latter

information is communicated back to the customer through another communication

channel. Some of the data is put in the database unencrypted.

The combined method assembles the threat catalog based on the data �ows connecting
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components and the constraints of those.

For the safety risk assessment, part a basic risk assessment approach was utilized ac-

cording to IEC 60812 [86]. It was not possible to calculate the probability exactly like for

hardware elements, but each element and its Failure Modes were discussed with domain

experts and estimated a quantitative likelihood. In order to ease the cooperation with the

security experts, a similar approach for impact assessment was adopted. The Scale level

describes whether a Failure Mode only e�ects part of one installation or multiple instal-

lations, recoverability was adapted to include Detectability. Due to the connected risk, a

safety-impact leads automatically to a risk-rating of critical.

Risk analysis is usually performed by �lling out a table of the threats called threat catalog

with the assessed properties. If we follow our threat generation methodology it results in 74

security and 47 safety threats. We can de�ne some constraints for the motivation and scale

values for components which can reduce the size of the catalog:

• Communication links between components withing the same trust boundary are less

likely to be attacked because tampering the components from within is much easier;

• Communication links with weak or no encryption is much likely to be exploited, there

is a higher chance of security attacks such as spoo�ng, tampering, DoS which can cause

faults if the component is susceptible for data and timing related failure modes;

• Databases containing high-value information are a viable target for security attacks,

unless they properly isolated, encrypted, and integrity checks are distributed.

• Databases themselves are not safety-critical, unlike the components which depend on

the data these contain.

Considering these constraints the number of threats can be reduced and with expert

knowledge the assessment table can be completed. Table 3.11 shows the most critical safety

and security threats found as the results of the assessment [74].

The same way as for security, we can also de�ne safety constraints, so the algorithm for

security threat generation can be extended for safety as well. This realization implies that

we can use the same system model and automate the process of both security and safety

assessments. There is more to deliberate on the impact and risk levels of safety threats as

there can be dangers to humans involved � which obviously cannot be ranked the same level

as data corruption and �nancial losses.
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Figure 3.5. Vision based localization system threat model

3.5.3 Security of vision guided vehicles

In this section I perform a security assessment of vision guided navigation solutions. First a

general model of such solutions is assembled, shown in Figure 3.5. The model was created

in the Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool that is used for threat identi�cation. Beside visual

sensors an autonomous vehicle may be equipped with GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite

System) receiver and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). Combining these can increase pre-

cision and reliability. The IMU itself cannot be used for navigation because it's output drifts

in time due to its bias.

The layered architecture model of automation IoT systems for the security analysis pre-

sented in Section 2.3 can be employed here. Accordingly, we can divide a vision guided

autonomous system into four layers, from bottom-up the �rst is the sensors and actuators

layer, followed by the communication layer, the data processing layer, and �nally the appli-

cation layer.

Layered analysis

Sensors and actuators layer The �rst layer deals with sensors and actuators that com-

prise (industrial) IoT hardware. In our use-case, vision guided autonomous vehicles contain

numerous sensors, and sometimes actuators (in case of robots). Physical devices and hard-

ware elements are always vulnerable to tampering type of attacks and this is especially the
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case of mobile vehicles which can operate outside internal (company) boundaries. Hardware

elements can be accessed or replaced, sensor output biased, which can violate con�dential-

ity, availability and integrity objectives. To avoid this is to use tamper-resistant packaging

[30], to perform integrity check manually or to use TPM (Trusted Platform Module) for

hardware-level security [87].

Devices relying on sensors for their operation are vulnerable to a new form of attack:

manipulation or deception. The di�culty of performing such an attack is not even high

since one does not even need to physically open the device or get to its close proximity.

First let us take a look at how a visual sensor can be deceived. The obvious possibility is to

relocate the device into a similar environment to which it used to navigate in. The device

would get lost and unable to navigate or return to its original position. It is possible to

take control of the device via its imaging sensors if we were to place a screen in front of its

camera, taking advantage of the scale ambiguity issue of the traditional pinhole camera [88].

The IMU contains gyroscope or accelerometer. It can be deceived by sound waves as

presented in [89].

Communication layer Most of the time an attacker cannot get close to a vehicle, which

makes physical attack impossible. Even autonomous vehicles are equipped with communi-

cation interfaces to receive status information or submit commands. It is easier to perform

an attack in the communication layer than in the physical layer.

It is possible to perform spoo�ng and Denial of Service (DoS), an attack on communica-

tion links. A known attack against UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) is jamming of GNSS

signals, thereby making navigation impossible. A more serious attack is signal spoo�ng,

where forged GNSS data is transmitted that can be used to hijack the vehicle. It is possible

as the GNSS public services are not encrypted.

A deauthentication attack can be used on remote controlled vehicles, which can cease the

communication between the vehicle and operator, and possible render the vehicle inoperable

and crash. In [90] several other simulated attacks are mentioned such as code injection that

is a tampering type of attack.

Most of the attacks can be avoided by using encrypted and authenticated communication.

Also, as mentioned, GNSS technology should not be used as the only source of input of

navigation as it can be easily blocked or the data manipulated.
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In the future there is a chance that vehicles exchange information by forming vehicular

ad hoc networks (VANET), and use this data to optimize navigation and increase safety. As

a wireless technology it is susceptible to di�erent kind of attacks, among them Denial-of-

Service in particular is the most straightforward.

Data Processing Layer The data processing layer is responsible to integrate the sensor

data and calculate the location of the vehicle. The process to integrate di�erent inputs

for localization is called sensor fusion. For this purpose, Kalman �lters are used that are

very sensitive to the input variations from which the uncertainty is calculated [91]. The

introduced error by a deceived sensor can easily corrupt the whole localization solution,

despite the technological redundancy. There are solutions to increase fail-tolerance such as

the MultiSensor-Fusion Extended Kalman Filter (MSF-EKF) presented in [92].

Application Layer The application layer deals with the navigation tasks. An ideal au-

tonomous navigation solution combines several technologies: odometry, global satellite nav-

igation and visual odometry. The redundancy enhances both precision and reliability. Not

only the technology does matter but the application that processes the data, and how it can

react to inconsistent input, in case of an attack. Therefore the application needs to keep

track of previous input and validate new input. For example, if we know the maximum speed

of the device, we can calculate a boundary of it's new position. The question is, what is

the best action if an attack is detected? This could be for example to return to the start

position.

An example for an application layer attack is to place feature-rich markers in the envi-

ronment. The device does not need to be tampered with, and it is not so easy to detect.

Security & Safety assessment

Assuring safety and security are very crucial in Cyber-Physical Systems in order to avoid loss

of value, damage or injury. Therefore security and safety aspects are advised to be considered

from the design phase early on, but they need to be observed and assessed constantly during

the system lifetime. Safety and security assurance is a time-consuming process which includes

planning, design, assessment and mitigation. The basis of combining security and safety risk

assessments has been set forth in Chapter 3.
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The goal of security assessment is to identify vulnerabilities in the system under analysis,

and evaluate the risk these pose on the security objectives which are con�dentiality, integrity

and availability. My approach is, �rst to identify potential vulnerabilities in the system that

can pose threats; then assess the risks in terms of their consequence and likelihood; �nally,

the risks are communicated and understood in the form of summarizing and documenting

results that can be used for evaluation and treatment.

Risk assessment determines threat criticality based on the likelihood of exploitation,

and the resulting impact. I presented the method use in Section 3.2.2. This method was

originally created for analyzing communication networks, in this context the meaning of the

terms changes and needs to be stated before starting the analysis.

The risk on safety is determined from the security risk and the possible safety impact.

When during the attack, it is possible to take precise control of the vehicle, the impact is

considered high, otherwise it is low.

Results

I performed the security and safety risk analysis with the described methodology, and the

result are summarized in Table 3.12 [93]. I assigned the values to the di�erent terms based on

my knowledge of the technologies, experience and research. In the following, I look through

all the threats and justify the values.

Hardware tampering Tampering is a general term referring to manipulating a device in

the hardware level. Assessing this threat is hard as there is a large scale of consequences that

can be achieved through it. Though it may be easy to accomplish (di�culty = solvable),

to perform modi�cation that alters the functionality of the device to the attackers needs

(such as to control the device) is di�cult. It is an easy way to render the device inoperable,

therefore motivation is high. The assessment results in a critical security risk because of

this, but risk on safety is minimal.

Visual manipulation I mentioned this threat as a possibility to deceive the visual local-

ization system of a device, via forging false content to the imaging sensors. It is theoretically

possible, although I have not found any actual occurrence of such an attack in literature. It

is a form of hardware tampering, but we do not need to know the operation of the device
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on a hardware or software level. We just need to know the operating area and the type of

camera the device is equipped with. It is possible to perform this attack if we have access

to the device, which is not so easy in case of drones, therefore I assessed the di�culty as

solvable. Since this is not an usual attack, I have given motivation a moderate level. The

attack a�ects directly the camera module, and if the device has other means of localization,

such as inertial sensor or GNSS it can detect the attack, therefore I selected scale to be

module. Unlike tampering in the hardware, this time equipment needs to be installed on

the device, which can be easily detected. Accordingly in this case, the security risk is only

minor, but since there is a chance to take control of the device I determined there is a major

safety risk.

Device displacement Device displacement can also be called device relocation that is a

form of tampering, but it does not need any technical knowledge, only access to the device.

Therefore I determined di�culty as none. We need to capture the device and relocate it to

another area without being noticed, which can take time, so I assigned motivation a moderate

level. Since we do not do any physical alteration on the device, the displacement only a�ects

the imaging sensor, I selected scale level as module. The device can detect the change of the

scene, therefore detectability is easy, but recoverability may not be easy, therefore I assigned

this a moderate level. Consequently, this attack does not have any real risk on security or

safety.

GNSS signal jamming This can be categorized to a communication level threat, but

the GNSS provide only one way communication, which makes the receiver rather a sensor.

There are known attacks of this type although it requires special equipment, therefore the

di�culty is solvable. The attack is well documented, which makes an attacker motivated

toward performing it. This attack targets all the devices in a designated area therefore I

selected the infrastructure scale level. The GNSS receiver loses access to data from satellites,

which can be easily detected, and when the threat is over, the access is restored, which gives

it an easy level. The analysis results in a critical threat on security but no real threat on

safety.

Denial of Service Denial of Service (DoS) is a general form of attack when a function of

the system is rendered inoperable. It can be performed in a form of jamming and �ooding.
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At this point I investigate DoS attack on communication links.

The communication link used by the autonomous vehicle is used to send reports and

receive commands from the operator. So in the short term the lack of communication should

not cause serious risk.

Wireless links can be jammed easily similarly as GNSS signals, so di�culty is solvable.

Motivation is moderate as one does not need to be close proximity of the device, and it is

possible to jam the other end of the communication. The same is in case of �ooding.

Communication is a higher level functionality, therefore the scale of the attack extends

to the infrastructure, rendering some higher functions unavailable that in long term can

disable the device. The inability of the communication can be detected easily, hence the

easy detectability. Moreover, when the attack stops, the wireless links can be easily re-

established.

The evaluation results in a major security risk. But considering that only long-term

attacks have e�ect on the operation, it can be di�cult to maintain if the device operates in

a large area.

Deauthentication The deauthentication attack belongs to the category of DoS type of

attacks, but the previous point was dealing with more of a jamming form of attacks. During

the attack, an attacker sends a deauthentication frame in the name of the device to the

backend. Depending the software of the device and the type of communication, it may or

may not realize it has been deauthenticated. Also, it may be the �rst step of performing an

�evil twin AP� attack when the access point (AP) is spoofed, and the device connects to the

attacker's AP instead of the original. This way, the new AP receives all the messages from

the device and it is possible to send it commands, thereby taking control of it.

This attack is known, needs additional equipment and software but it is possible to be

performed if we can track the device closer than its original AP. Attackers may be highly

motivated to perform this attack if they want to take control over the device. One attack

targets one speci�c device (scale = device). A successful attack is hard to detect, an attacker

can make permanent modi�cations on the device, which is hard, if not impossible to recover

from. Altogether this threat has critical safety and security risk. In order to avoid it, the

communication must be strongly encrypted with strong passphrase of WPA2 and transport

level security (TSL).
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Marker placement Placing markers of the environment with strong visual features can

disturb the vehicle's visual navigation system. This attack does not have any technical

requirements (di�culty = none). The motivation depends on the type of device, which is to

deceived. Aerial vehicles which overlook a large area are harder to deceive this way, unlike

ground vehicles. In outdoors, most of the solutions also utilize GNSS based navigation,

however placing markers can change the momentary decision on the movement of the device.

If the markers are placed in a larger scale, detection may not be that easy, and recovery only

possible once the devices leaves the �manipulated� area. During the attack the device can

be deceived, and on some level controlled to move in the desired direction. Therefore this

can be a major risk on security and safety.

3.6 Conclusions

Designing and maintaining collaborative automation systems requires safety and security

assurance, which depends on proper safety and security assessments. In such systems issues

of three kind of systems get mixed up: ones related to physical equipment (e.g. indus-

trial machinery), data handling (e.g. storage and networking) and virtualized IT solutions

(e.g. cloud computing). There have been separate methods to assess these di�erent type of

systems.

When such Cyber-Physical Systems are used in industrial applications, both safety and

security issues need to be covered. Elements of CPS can be a�ected by security vulnera-

bilities that can cause safety issues and potential threat to human life. Safety and security

assessment is also a time-consuming process which can be eased by combining system mod-

eling on a level where security issues of IoT technologies arise, and examining safety and

reliability impact. Such ideas conceived the presented concept of creating a combined safety

and security assessment method.

Our practical experiences of utilizing various standards when assessing complex and ex-

tensive CPS systems lead to the realization of a combined safety and security assessment

method, described in this chapter. The method builds upon STRIDE and FMEA approaches

along with creating a combined catalog for threats and failures � in order to conduct impact

and likelihood assessments as an input for assessing risk.

The advantages of this combined assessment include (i) saving e�ort by handling the
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commonalities of separate assessments at once; (ii) utilizing the combined catalog for raising

awareness on issues that has high impact or likelihood on both areas, and (iii) support-

ing multi-dimensional decision making by decreasing the problem space through tackling

security, safety, reliability and privacy issues, as well.

In the second part of the chapter I have applied the created methodology on three au-

tomation IoT use-cases to show its validity.

Security and safety assessment is undoubtedly crucial for the CPS domain. Still, there

is a lack of shared competence on the methodologies and applied practices related to many

of its areas. While there are various methods and ideas available for safety assessment of

vision guided autonomous vehicles, security assessment is a topic not yet discovered. The

analysis presented in this section is the �rst one actually targeting both security and safety

assessment methods for vision guided autonomous vehicles.
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Chapter 4

Vision based localization for automation

systems

4.1 Introduction

The next generation industrial and manufacturing systems, Cyber-Physical Production Sys-

tems (CPPS) require increased automation in manufacturing and logistical tasks. Precise

robots have been available for some time, but the new goals require more context awareness

and adaptability which is not possible with simple sensors. This can be solved by using visual

recognition, a task enabled by Computer Vision (CV). It is a relatively new research area,

but in the past two decades it provided promising results. There are considerable processing

requirements for this technology to become usable for real-time applications. It has recently

became mature with e�ective methods and the evolution of application speci�c hardware.

There is a new application area called Vision Guided Robotic Systems.

Mobile navigation based on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is thoroughly

used both in the commercial and industrial sectors. This technology however has a very

signi�cant drawback: it only works when the receiver has direct line of sight on su�cient

number of GNSS satellites. Therefore, the technology cannot be used for indoor localization.

Other solutions like radio signal propagation and proximity based ones require expensive

infrastructure to be deployed in order to be used. The most important components of visual

recognition are the visual recording devices, e.g. cameras, which are thoroughly available

and a�ordable.
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The demand for indoor localization in the commercial environment has been increasing

in the past years as outdoor localization became mature and part of people's everyday

life. The appearance of smart phones has opened a new platform for leading technological

evolution. Markers are placed inside commercial buildings; they can be read by the camera

for displaying related information and can be used for telling the location of the user.

Recently computer vision have been applied in automation scenarios in safety critical

environments. Such are Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGV), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

(UAV) and self-driving cars which operate in environments close to humans and can possi-

bly have impact on human safety either directly (direct contact) or indirectly (such as by

operating industrial control systems).

4.2 Localization based on Computer Vision

There are basically two types of vision based localization solutions, one which needs previous

knowledge of the environment (known as map using, or map-based systems), and the one

which does not (known as mapless systems). Map-based systems solve the localization prob-

lem through absolute localization methods meaning that position is estimated considering

the whole map. Mapless systems employ relative localization techniques. In this latter the

position of the vehicle is known only in the beginning, and from then only relative displace-

ment is determined [11]. There are also map building systems, which reside between the two

previously mentioned ones. They don't require a map, so they use relative localization but

they build a map in the process which is re�ned continuously. These systems solve the task

of localization and mapping. A well-known solution is called Simultaneous Localization and

Mapping (SLAM). This method looks for loop closures that occurs when the device returns

to a previously mapped path and re�nes the map.

Navigation based on computer vision is also called as Visual Odometery (VO). Odome-

try is estimating the position and orientation displacement of a device from inertial sensor

measurements. The analogy here is to think of the camera perceived vision as sensor data.

Visual odometry can be categorized based on the number and type of cameras used for

imaging. Most vision based navigation systems are equipped with either a single or double

color-intensity cameras. In the former case they perform monocular VO, in the latter it is

called binocular or stereo VO [11, 15].
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Map building is based on the Structure from Motion (SFM) approach where a sparse 3D

point cloud is constructed from the environment. In the localization phase solving absolute

pose estimation is a PnP (Perspective-n-Point) problem. 3D points on the map are connected

by projections of an environmental feature onto multiple cameras (perspectives). The pose

estimation needs to be solved using the 3D-2D projections.

Vision based localization is often augmented with using inertial sensors to re�ne relative

displacement calculation. Navigation based on inertial sensors is called dead (deduced)

reckoning. In outdoor scenarios vision based navigation can be augmented with GNSS.

Navigation based on absolute positioning can be precise, but it can also be a time consum-

ing task based on the extent of the map. Relative localization has a continuously increasing

bias, degrading it's performance over time, but it can be fast. Therefore, a real-time vision

based localization solution may work by combining the two solutions. An absolute pose

estimation solution using a map of the environment re-estimates the position from time to

time, and a relative positioning solution based on dead reckoning technique keeps tracking

the position displacement in-between.

The �rst localization system that is based on visual features and performs mapping

separately is published by Wang et al in [94]. In the mapping stage they store photos and

their location in a database. For fast and approximate �coarse� localization they create

a visual vocabulary of the database image features using K-means clustering. The visual

vocabulary can be used for fast search through inverted �les. The matches given by the

�coarse� localization are used for real feature matching and the best matching database

image is selected as the result of the query. In [95] the authors also calculate the relative

pose and orientation from the best matching image from the Essential Matrix. [96] presents

an outdoor localization system based on very large databases so they use vocabulary trees

to speed-up the search.

During my research I concentrated on the solution of visual positioning using absolute

pose estimation. The �rst part of my work in this topic was to examine solving the problem

of visual search.

Visual recognition and search is a resource-demanding task, depending on the algorithms

and techniques used in the process. This has to be taken into consideration when planning

on running them on mobile devices. In order to �nd out which combination of algorithms

and techniques can perform adequately on mobile devices I created a test environment and
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performed a comparative study to assess how popular algorithms perform visual search in

Section 4.3. Then I concentrated on solving the scalability issue of image retrieval using

hierarchical clustering of image features. I discuss this the possibilities of optimizing visual

search in Section 4.4. The absolute pose estimation solution I have created is presented in

Section 4.5. Finally the security of vision guided vehicles operating under such system is

analyzed in Section 3.5.3.

4.3 Mobile visual search

Many computer vision applications are based on visual features, including classi�cation for

object detection [97], robot navigation [98][99], augmented reality [100] image search using

a visual vocabulary [101] and 3D reconstruction. A comparative study of visual feature

detection algorithms and descriptors has been given in [102].

My �rst research topic in this subject focused on visual search, or in other words, image

retrieval based on visual features. My approach was to use a photo created by the smart

phone's camera to �nd the location of the device. By extracting visual features it is possible

to make comparisons of images to �nd similarities. Let's assume that we have mapped the

environment by taking images in di�erent locations and created a dataset where we have

also stored the location the images were taken. Then if we want to �nd the position of an

input image we can query the dataset for resemblances. Using these it is possible estimate

the position where the input image was made at.

The task of mapping the environment, extracting visual features and storing these in a

database has to be performed a priory. For position estimation we need to calibrate the

camera and store its parameters.

Acquiring position from images is a process of involving several steps, depicted in Fig-

ure 4.1. First, an image is created, visual features are extracted and compared to the model

(images in database) to �nd the most similar image. Two images are compared by matching

(pairing) their features one-by-one. For a feature its pair will be its nearest neighbor, if their

distance is within a threshold. The distance measure depends on the algorithm, but most

commonly Euclidean (L2) distance is used.

The more features can be paired the more similar the two images are likely to be. Not

all features are paired right just by their distance. There are constraints that can be used
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Figure 4.1. Mobile visual recognition based positioning system overview

to �lter out incorrect matches called outliers. For example the feature points from the same

scene in two cameras have to satisfy the epipolar constraint.

From the matched features the transformation between the two cameras can be calcu-

lated. This can be used to get the relative orientation and translation of the camera taking

the picture.

Feature detection is a process demanding task, although processing power of mobile

devices has evolved a great deal in recent years. Therefore it needs to be investigated how

this task can be distributed between the mobile device and a central server. If the feature

database to match to is not large it may be faster to perform matching locally.

4.3.1 Overview of feature detection algorithms

The �rst step of vision based localization is to be able to measure similarities between images.

Visual features can represent an image, therefore they can also be used to compare images.

There are three types of visual features: points, edges, and blobs. Moreover, there are
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di�erent kind of algorithms which can detect features on images, in the form of intensity

changes (gradients) in the pixel color map.

One of the earliest methods of feature detection presented in [103] is now called as Harris

detector after one of the authors. The Harris detector is based on the autocorrelation of

the image to detect signi�cant intensity changes. Calculating autocorrelation is a processing

demanding tasks which is approximated with the so called Harris operator consisting the

two way gradients of the image. For every pixel of the image the Harris matrix has to be

made, its determinant and trace will determine whether it is a feature point or not. The

operation of the Harris detector is highly in�uenced by the scale and rotation of the image.

Many edge and corner detectors have been developed thereafter, such as the Canny detector

[104] or the Di�erence of Gaussians method.

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [105] was the �rst scale-invariant feature de-

tection method. It is based on the di�erence of Gaussians and Laplacian of Gaussian �lters.

Namely, the image is convolved with Gaussians of di�erent variance, and subtracted from

each other. This operation is performed on di�erent scales to achieve scale invariance. The

SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) algorithm is similar to SIFT, except it uses a so called

Fast-Hessian detector [106], therefore it is considerably faster.

The Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) method [107] is a popular blob de-

tection technique. Regions in an image consists of pixels having intensity below a certain

threshold. As this threshold is increased, more and more regions start to form, extend or

merge. The algorithm keeps track of these regions, the rate they grow and merge. Some

regions tend to be stable, meaning the rate they grow is minimal. Based on these numbers

the algorithm selects the most stable ones against the change of threshold. This algorithm

reacts well to image scaling and rotation, so it is widely used nowadays.

Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) is a method which was proposed in 1997

by Edward Rosten and Tom Drummond [108]. The method involves training a decision tree

with attribute vector of 16 pixel intensity values, which are in a circle of radius r around the

candidate point. Corners are identi�ed based on how the surrounding pixels compare with

the center pixel. A point under investigation is a corner if there are 12 consecutive pixels

from the perimeter that are consistently brighter or darker than the center by a threshold

T. To make the algorithm fast, �rst the intensity of pixels 1, 5, 9 and 13 of the circle are

compared to the center. If at least three of the four pixel values (I1, I5, I9, I13) are not in
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the (Ip + T , Ip − T ) interval, then the algorithm checks for all 16 pixels and examines the

12 contiguous pixels failed in the criterion above.

4.3.2 Design and implementation of test environment for compar-

ing algorithms

I have set up a test environment in MATLAB to evaluate the visual search performance

of di�erent algorithms. I have de�ned several metrics to rank the search results. The test

scenario is based on images of two kinds: marker images and test images. Markers should be

taken close to a single object from front and from several di�erent angles. These are stored

in a database. Test images are taken farther from the marker object in di�erent angles. The

task is for each test image to �nd the marker image (or images) which depicts the same

object (or objects). Algorithms and metrics are evaluated based on how precisely can they

retrieve the correct marker images.

The input data consists of the marker and test images, algorithms and metrics. Images

are assigned to groups based on the scene they represent. First during the test, the features of

all the marker and test images are extracted by each algorithm. Depending on the algorithm,

the number of detected features ranges from hundred to thousands. All features of each image

are stored in a matrix format for e�cient matching. The goal is to �nd the best matching

marker to each test image, so in a double cycle each scene image feature list is matched to

all the markers' feature list.

After matching the feature matrices of two images, the result will be a list of matched

feature point pairs, and a score for each representing the distance between the descriptor vec-

tors of the two feature points. The lesser the distance, the stronger the match is. Altogether

the following data is available to construct metrics evaluating the matches:

• Number of matched features (m);

• Number of features of the matched marker image (fm);

• Number of features of the matched scene image (fs);

• The score list of the matched features ({sc}).

Based on the above data I have de�ned eight di�erent metrics to measure the quality

of one match. The method of gathering data and constructing metrics is visualized in
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Figure 4.2. Test environment setup, calculating metric scores

Figure 4.2. First there are nm number of marker and ns number of test images. We extract

image features with k number of algorithms. Each marker image i has fm(i, k) extracted

features by algorithm k, while each test j image has fs(j, k). Features of each marker image

are matched to features of each test image, the number of matched features m(i, j, k) and

average of match scores sc(i, j, k) are calculated. Each metric will give us a score for each

match (i, j, k) as follows:

• M1: absolute number of matched features (m)

• M2: number of matched features divided by the number of features of the matched

marker image (m/fm);

• M3: number of matched features divided by the number of features of the matched

scene image (m/fs);

• M4: number of matched features divided by the number of features of image having

more (m/max(fm, fs));

• M5: number of matched features divided by the number of features of image having

less (m/min(fm, fs));

• M6: number of matched features divided by the average number of features of the

images (m/((fm + fs)/2));

• M7: average of feature scores (mean({sc})). The mean can only be calculated when

there have been matched points. In these cases we assign the match the lowest score

possible;

• M8: average of M7 scores within a marker group (mean(mean([sc]i)), i ∈ gm).
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In case of the �rst metric, the score is represented as the absolute number of detected

features. In case of metric seven it is represented as the average number of matching scores.

For the rest of the metrics, the results are in percents, that is the quotients are multiplied

by hundred.

4.3.3 Comparative study

I performed investigations in the form of test on the presented feature detection algorithms,

namely Harris, SURF, MSER (Maximally Stable Extremal Regions) and FAST [109]. Tests

on these algorithms examined the capability of matching extracted features using feature

matching between two test images.

The algorithms and metrics presented in the previous section are evaluated in two sce-

narios. The purpose on both scenarios is to assign the test images to groups which is the

�rst step toward determining the position in the environment. I have created a test dataset

that consists of 28 marker and 24 test images taken at 11 di�erent places (groups). In the

test scenarios I performed brute force matching between each test and marker image and

calculated the match scores with all the metrics and algorithms.

Figure 4.3. Scenario 1, testing SVM classi�cation

Test scenario 1 - SVM classi�cation

In the �rst scenario I tested how well the metrics can determine whether two images belong

to the same group. The procedure is depicted in Figure 4.3. For a good metric we can expect
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Figure 4.4. Scenario 1 results, correct match percentages by trained SVMs

that matching a marker image and test image which are in the same group will be given

higher scores by the metrics, than images in di�erent groups. The scores of matches between

images of same group are gathered into an list called positive matches, while scores of the

second case are stored in a list of negative matches. I have used SVMs (Support Vector

Machine) to classify matches to one of the two categories. In the �rst phase each SVM is

trained with N dimension input vectors and a label value indicating whether this input is

a positive (1) or a negative (0) match. SVM calculates N-1 dimension hyper planes which

divide the input plane to M di�erent subplanes. In this case an SVM is trained for each

algorithm and metric. The input vectors are the one dimensional metric scores, the output

(class) is either 1 (positive match input) or 0 (negative match input).

The SVM calculates a single number (threshold) for a metric and algorithm. A score

above this threshold is taken as a positive match, while a score below the threshold is a

negative match. In the second phase the trained SVMs are used to classify new input

vectors to one of the M groups. In this scenario I have used the same set of inputs for both

phases. This will give us a best case estimate of the performance of the metrics.
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The number of correct classi�cations are counted, and expressed in percent of the total

number of classi�cations (nm ∗ ns). The results are shown in Figure 4.4. The �rst 6 metrics

are performed similarly well, providing about 90% correct match rate. For SURF, metric

6 even reached 96%. This has been an ideal case, the SVMs calculated the minimal error.

Notice that due to the poor results of M7 and M8, there is a lower correlation between right

group matching, and the given feature scores. Therefore these metrics are not as e�ective in

expressing correct matches as the �rst six.

Test scenario 2 - Classi�cation based on highest score

In the second scenario the metrics are used to �nd the group where a test image most likely

belongs to. I have tested how successful the group selection is based on selecting the best

score of the matching, for all algorithms and metrics. For each test image matched to all

marker images the match resulted in the highest score is selected and checked whether that

marker image is in the same group as the test image. If the two images are in the same

group, I call it a right grouping. The number of right groupings for all test images for each

algorithm and metric is counted and compared to the total number of test images.

The results are shown in Figure 4.5. The SURF and MSER algorithms performed best

using metric six (M6). Using SURF and M6 100% positive match rate was reached, with

MSER this was 92%. Surprisingly, the seventh metric (M7) performed poor for each algo-

rithm. Its enhancement, metric eight (M8) performed better in all cases except for Harris

features. It was still worse than any other metric based on the number of detected and

matched features.

Processing time of the algorithms

To make the evaluation of the algorithms complete, we need to consider their time complexity.

From the results presented so far we know that the SURF and MSER algorithms are the

most promising. Therefore I have evaluated whether these algorithms are superior in terms

of speed as well. The results showing the average detection and matching times for a pair

of images are depicted in Figure 4.6. The fastest algorithm is indeed FAST, followed by

SURF and MSER. While detection has to be performed only once for a test image, in case of

brute-force matching we have to perform matching to every marker image, which multiplies

the processing time. In this aspect, having a low matching time is more important than a
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Figure 4.5. Scenario 2 results, matching performance of the di�erent metric
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of average single feature detection and matching times

low detection time. Despite FAST performs detection quickly, it has a considerably higher

matching time due to the large number of detected features; all-in-all it is much slower than

SURF. The Harris algorithm is very slow both in detection and matching, not to mention

its accuracy of �nding correct matches.

The overall processing time could be reduced by using less markers per group to match

to. This reduced marker set contains the images taken directly upfront of the objects, one

in each group, 11 altogether. It is expected that the number of correct matches will be lower

in this scenario. The time gain (tg) can be exactly calculated as only 11 marker matching

needed instead of 28. It is calculated from the processing time on the original (torig) and

reduced marker set (tred) the following way:

tg[%] =
torig − tred

torig
∗ 100 (4.1)

The percentage of correct matches is calculated for the reduced marker set as well, the

match loss is simply the di�erence of the correct match percent on the original set and correct

match percent on the reduced set. Figure 4.7 shows the results, using the metric for each

algorithm that resulted the best match percent in Scenario 2.
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Figure 4.7. Match loss and processing time gain when using the reduced marker set

4.3.4 Conclusion

In this section I have investigated the performance of four di�erent feature detection algo-

rithms that can be used to visual recognition based positioning and navigation. I created

a test environment to compare their performance by several metrics through test scenarios.

Test results show that using simple metrics the SURF and MSER algorithms can be applied

with good precision for image matching and location determination in a realistic scenario. I

have also found � when evaluated through various, simple metrics � that the processing time

can be shortened by reducing the marker set, while performance remains acceptable.

In a real application, a brute-force search method will not work, as this does not scale

well with the size of the mapped environment. Therefore a scalable, new approach is needed

for retrieving similar images.
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4.4 Optimizing mobile visual search

Modern feature detection algorithms are able to extract features which are strong, unique

and invariant to rotation and scaling, so the array of these features represent a scene well.

By �nding similarity between images based on comparing features we are able to detect if

images have been taken from di�erent viewpoints of a single scene.

The process of working with visual features is the following. First an algorithm detects

visual features on an input image. Then these features are each described in a vector format.

Since an image can have hundreds of detected features, for a large dataset it is not always

feasible to store all the features. Di�erent ways to reduce the complexity of image matching

have been developed. One of them is known as the Bag of Features (BoF) method that is

detailed below.

In the previous section I have presented a comparative study of the performance of feature

detection algorithms using brute-force pairing. This does not scale well in a real application

therefore I examine more e�ective methods for comparing images [110].

There have been numerous e�orts to reduce the complexity of feature matching while

maintaining representativeness. Such feature coding methods are evaluated in [111]. The

majority of these employ quantization of image features. [112, 113, 114, 115]

4.4.1 Bag of Features method

The idea to cluster features and create a so-called �Bag-of-Features� (BoF) comes from text

categorization, �rst presented in [112]. First a visual vocabulary is constructed by clustering

features into predetermined number of bins and creating a histogram about the number of

features in each bin. From the histogram, a vector representation of the features is created

that can be compared usually calculating L1 or euclidean distance. Instead of matching

n×m features between two images, only the distance of two vectors need to be computed.

Of course this measure cannot represent image similarities as well as matching all features

but its much more scalable.

First the BoF vocabulary needs to be computed by clustering an initial vector set com-

posed of the features of the marker (database) images to N (pre-de�ned) number of clusters.

The most popular algorithm which achieves this is the K-NN (K Nearest Neighbors). The

algorithm works as follows:
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Figure 4.8. BoF clustering method

1. Select N number of vectors randomly as the initial cluster centers;

2. Determine for each other vector their nearest cluster center;

3. In each cluster, select new cluster centers that are nearest to the geometric center of

the vectors in each cluster;

4. Jump to step 2. until the centers remain unchanged.

This vocabulary, comprising N cluster centers needs to be computed once. Based on

that the BoF representation of an image can be calculated. Using the K-NN algorithm each

feature vector of the image is clustered to one of the clusters (represented by the vocabulary).

This is followed by calculating a histogram from the number of feature vectors assigned to

each cluster. This histogram will be the BoF vector representation of the image. The method

is depicted in Figure 4.8.

Since the numbers in the histogram vector depend on the number of features an image

has, it needs to be normalized to become comparable. This is because there can two images

made from slightly di�erent viewpoints, where one of the viewpoints contains an object with

a lot of edges, this results in a large number of features. Normalization is usually performed

by the TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) weighting method that

comes from text categorization as well. The idea is, that terms (features) that are frequent

not just in the current document (image) but in the vocabulary as well, are given less weight.

In the search (comparison) phase, BoF histogram vectors are compared, usually based

on their Euclidean distances. Smaller distances express higher resemblance.
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4.4.2 Comparative study

For this study I have extended the test dataset, now containing images taken at 25 di�erent

locations. I have also extended the test environment to use BoF feature clustering.

First the features of the marker images are extracted as previously. Then these are

aggregated and given number of cluster centers are calculated. Multiple cluster sizes are

used that are given as a parameter to the test environment. Clustering is performed on the

marker images by assigning each feature vector to the nearest center, then the histogram

vector representation is calculated. The search test is then carried out for each test image.

First, clustering is performed, then the histogram vector representation is calculated and it

is compared to all the marker image histogram vectors for �nding the one with the minimal

Euclidean distance. If that marker has been made at the same location as the sample image,

it is a positive match. The test scenario calculates statistics for the ratio of positive matches

for di�erent algorithms and cluster sizes.

I have selected the following cluster sizes to evaluate: 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000, 15000

and 20000. Since the time and memory requirement increases linearly with the number of

clusters and feature vectors, using larger clusters are only computable if we reduce the

number of feature vectors to be clustered for the vocabulary. For example, in MATLAB,

clustering with 10000 sized clusters needs almost 5GB memory. With larger cluster sizes we

have to reduce the number of vectors with random selection. For example, the combined

marker feature list contained about 110.000 elements. For clustering with 15000 clusters we

had to reduce this set to half, e.g. we selected about every second element. Filtering in this

level should not reduce the accuracy of the evaluation.

The results of the evaluation are depicted in Figure 4.9. As in the previous investigation

where I used brute-force matching technique to compare images, the SURF algorithm proved

to be the best, achieving 79% positive match for 20000 clusters. In this form I could not

increase the cluster size any further due to the excessive memory requirement.

Beside the achievable precision I have also examined the time requirements for performing

the search. From a test image until �nding the closest marker the following operations have

to be performed:

• Detect features of the image;

• Cluster the features and calculate the BoF representation;

• Compare the BoF vector to all the vectors of marker images and get the closest one.
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Figure 4.9. Positive match statistics with BoF clustering method

Among these steps, the �rst two has noticeable time requirements while the time for

searching among vectors can be considered negligible, after all, this was the point of using

the BoF approach. The processing times averaged for all the test images are shown in

Figure 4.10. We can see that the histogram calculation time increases exponentially with

the cluster size and can easily exceed the feature detection time. Also, though MSER has

higher detection time than SURF, clustering is faster for MSER features. For comparison,

with SURF and 15000 clusters we can achieve 77% precision with 1.2s processing time, for

a 2% increase (using 20000 clusters) it needs 25% more time (1.5s). In these comparisons

I have not mentioned the cluster center calculation time, because it has to be performed

once. Nevertheless, it is the longest process, takes about 110s for 15000 clusters, and 140s

for 20000 clusters.

4.4.3 Conclusion

In this section I have evaluated searching similar images using di�erent feature detection

algorithms and Bag of Features description method through clustering feature descriptors.

The provided single histogram vector proved to be a usable representation of an image for

�nding similarities. I have run tests using di�erent, increasing cluster sizes, and experienced

improvement in the precision of �nding a correct match over the simple metrics. By exam-
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Figure 4.10. Average feature detection and BoF calculation time for di�erent cluster sizes

ining the processing memory and time demand I experienced an exponential increase with

increasing cluster sizes. There is a trade-o� between these values that depends also on the

processing unit and the size of the dataset.

To conclude, the BoF approach is a usable method for feature description, increasing

scalability a great deal, resulting about 20% loss in precision of �nding correct matches. The

precision may be increased while keeping scalability by performing feature pairing on several

best results of the BoF search and verifying geometric constraints.

4.5 Mobile absolute positioning solution

4.5.1 Introduction

A purely visual based localization solution has two phases: environment mapping and lo-

calization. Based on the research I presented in the previous section I realized a solution

for the second phase. It works on a map created in the �rst phase. A mobile user runs an

application which determines his/her position by taking photos in the mapped environment.

The photos are sent to my application that determines the position of the user. My goal was

realize a working solution that is scalable and has a response time within 1s.

First in the o�ine-phase the environment is mapped. Since there are no real-time require-
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Figure 4.11. Browsing the sparse point cloud model with the input cameras

ments in this phase it can be done conveniently, aiming on the precision [116]. The mapping

is based on a Structure From Motion (SFM), with an approach called Visual Odometry

(VO) [117]. In this phase a sparse 3D point structure is built of the environment. In the

localization (online) phase the task is to �nd the location of the camera (device) from an

input (query) image. This is done by �nding corresponding 3D points for our query image

in the model and performing an algorithm called camera pose estimation.

In the model building phase, 3-dimensional points are calculated from subsequent (over-

lapping) images that are extracted from a video using the SFM approach. This calculation

is based on triangulating 2-dimensional matching feature points of the images. The process

starts in extracting image features using the SIFT algorithm and matching features between

pairs of images. A built model can be browsed in 3D with an application created by my

colleague. Figure 4.11 shows from a forward viewpoint the model, created from pictures of

a round corridor in the university building. In front, the pictures from which the model was

assembled are shown, positioned as cameras. In the back, the 3D points of the posters of

the wall can be seen, triangulated from multiple cameras, colored as their image pixel.

In the localization phase the application need to �nd 3D points for the query image

through matching features with database images. Correctly matched features are projections

of same 3D points in the scene. With su�cient 3D points we can perform pose estimation

to determine the relative pose and orientation of the camera which took the query image.

There are several methods for pose estimation, these are compared in [118].

Ideally we should try to �nd the most 3D points as possible, but for that we need to
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Figure 4.12. Operation of the absolute positioning system

perform matching with all the database images. This is not feasible in a real-time application.

A method like the BoF is needed to reduce the feature space. Several variants and extensions

have been published that outperform the simple BoF method. One of them is based on

hierarchical clustering � it iteratively constructs clusters within clusters resulting a tree of

clusters. This method, described in [113], can �nd nearest-neighbor matches much faster than

the original method. I have found that method promising to investigating its performance

in this context.

There are several challenges to solve here, mostly related to the scalability with the

model. Solving these challenges requires a real-time application and test environment.

4.5.2 Solution overview

In this section I present and detail part of a visual localization system that I designed and

implemented. In the o�ine phase a model builder application creates a sparse 3-dimensional

point map of the environment based on the SfM approach, using videos containing walks in

the environment to be mapped.

The absolute positioning application �rst loads the model of the environment in which

the positioning needs to be performed. A hierarchical descriptor of the model is created

with features from the model images. The model images are then quantized for lightweight

descriptors which can be used for quick image retrieval.

In the online phase the system is given (query) images and it needs to compute the
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position where the images were taken relative to the model. The steps of position calculation

are shown in Figure 4.12. Localization is based on absolute pose estimation that needs 3D-

2D projections. These are stored in the model. 3D points are acquired through matched

2D feature points from similar images in the model. To retrieve similar images, I work with

quantized features. I perform feature matching with these candidate images starting with

the ones with the highest score, and extract 3D points. I continue this process until enough

3D points are available for pose estimation. In the next sections I detail each of the steps of

the solution.

Model (Sparse point map) creation

The solution is based on a sparse three dimensional point model of the target environment.

The model is constructed from detailed images and videos of the target area recorded by

common smartphones and cameras. The method is based on classical SfM (Structure from

Motion) methods like [119] and [120], and uses feature detection, epipolar geometry, bundle

adjustment and outlier detection algorithms.

The map M : {{Ir}, {pn}, {un,r}, {δn,r}} consists of four di�erent datasets, namely, the

{Ir} images used to construct the model, the {pn} three dimensional, distinct map points,

the {un,r} projections, where un,r is the measured projection (i.e. original feature location)

of the pn map point on the image Ir and the δn,r feature descriptor (in our case SIFT

descriptor) for the measured projection un,r. The map is constructed to minimize the sum∑
n,r

‖I(p)r (pn)− un,r‖2 (4.2)

where I
(p)
r (pn) is the projection of the map point pn onto the image Ir by the projection

model of Ir. The process of minimize this sum is called bundle adjustment. The projection

model is not necessarily included in the model, however, its parameters are calculated while

building it.

Feature detection

Comparison of images is possible with visual features. A list of feature descriptors represents

the images and allows to compute geometrical similarities with a method called matching

(or pairing). A feature detection algorithm outputs a number of feature descriptors for an

input image, that is:
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detectFeatures : Ii → {δj, uj} (4.3)

The system utilizes the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm [121] to

detect feature points on images. This is one of the earliest feature detectors to create

scale-invariant features. The drawback of SIFT is that it is relatively slow, but can be

parallelized and run on the GPU. The system uses such an implementation called SiftGPU,

which outperforms other algorithms included in the OpenCV library both in speed and

matching capability [122].

Quantization and search

In order to �nd 3D points to a query image �rst we need an e�cient search algorithm to

�nd similar images in the model. Since exhaustive feature matching is time-consuming and

does not scale well with the model, we need a method to quickly select candidate images

from the database. For this purpose we apply feature quantization and coding to create

a lightweight representation of images which can be compared much faster than through

pairwise matching, that is:

Ir → {δn,r}Nr
n=1 → br (r = 1 . . . R) (4.4)

Quantization and search is based on hierarchical clustering [113]. In the o�ine phase a

visual vocabulary tree (VocMK,L = {δi} ⊂ ∆M , i = 1, . . . ,
∑L

j=1K) is computed from an ag-

gregated feature set of the model images (∆M). Two important parameters of the algorithm

are the branching factor of the tree built (K) and the maximum number of levels (L). The

optimal setting of the parameters is investigated in Section 4.5.3.

Building the vocabulary tree is as follows. On the �rst level of the tree the features are

clustered to K bins using K-means or similar clustering algorithms. K cluster centers are

determined so that the sum of distances of each feature vector to the center of its assigned

cluster is minimal. Let a C clustering function (C : δi ∈ ∆M → c1k ∈ ∆M , k = 1, . . . , K)

represent the assignment of a feature vector to a k cluster �center�. The following equation

holds:

arg min
C

∑
i

‖δi − C(δi)‖ (4.5)
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On the next level for each clusters all the assigned feature vectors are distributed into

again K centers and so on, until L number of levels reached or the number of feature

descriptors in each cluster on the last level is one. The path down the tree can be denoted

by L number of integers k1, . . . , kL, (ki = 1 . . . K, i = 1 . . . L).

Once the vocabulary tree is computed we calculate the BoF descriptor of the model

images. Each of the n descriptors of a model image r is clustered into K clusters on each

level of the tree until a leaf node is reached. Finally, the descriptor is built-up from the

clustering indexes:

bn,r = k1n,r, . . . , k
L
n,r, (kin,r = 1 . . . K, i = 1 . . . L) (4.6)

Feature matching and �ltering

Feature matching or pairing is the process of �nding the corresponding features of two images.

A good pair represents the same point of an object from di�erent viewpoints. Good pairing

requires good features that describe also the surrounding of the point. For each feature of

one image the corresponding pair is selected based on some metric, such as the minimum

Euclidean distance between two vectors. This minimum can still be large in which case the

pair should be discarded. Even if the metric results in a good score (small distance) there

is a possibility that the pair is not correct, in other words it is an outlier. We must reduce

the amount of incorrect pairs to minimum to have good pose estimation results. There are

several �lters which can be used for that purpose.

The simplest method of matching features is brute-force, where each feature on one

image is compared to all the features of the other image for �nding nearest neighbors. Much

more e�cient method is implemented in the FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest

Neighbors) library which pre-processes the feature vectors into a structure which can be

searched e�ciently [123]. There is a huge gain on speed at the cost of a minor loss of

accuracy. FLANN uses two algorithms, one is based on hierarchical k-means tree, the other

is on multiple randomized kd-trees.

Once the pairing is complete, several methods exits to �lter our the outliers, the simplest

is based on the Nearest Neighbour Distance Ratio (NNDR) [124]. The idea is to compare

the distance of the nearest neighbor to the distance of the second nearest (d2). It relies on

the fact, that in case of the good match, d1 is much smaller than d2 (d1 � d2). Therefore
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we can �lter out those pairs where the following is not true:

d1
d2

< λ (4.7)

where usually 0.4 < λ < 0.8 is chosen.

In this case the model is the homography. There are two ways to de�ne the error.

One is the sum of the projection error which is a distance between the points on the �rst

image projected with homograpgy H to the second image, and the corresponding points on

the second image (d(Hxn, x
′
n)). It is better however to use the re-projection error which

considers both projections (d(Hxn, x
′
n) + d(xn, H

−1x′n)).

Generally, projections of points of a spatial object on multiple cameras are bound by the

epipolar constraint. Let Xn be spatial points of the object and xn ↔ x′n two projections of

this. Then the following equation holds:

xnFx
′
n = 0 (4.8)

where F is called Fundamental matrix. F is singular which means its degree of freedom

is 7. Therefore we need at least 7 projection pairs in order to determine F . A method called

RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) can be used. RANSAC is an iterative, probabilistic

regression method which can be used when outliers are present in the dataset. The goal as

in regression is to determine a model which �ts on the data and minimizes the error. For

the error function in this case we can use the fact that multiplying an xn point with the

fundamental matrix gives an l′ = Fxn line on the other image on which the projection of

Xn must reside. Similarly, for an x′n point the operation results in a line (l = F Tx′n) on the

�rst image. The distance of the point to the epipolar line is called symmetric error:

d(Fxn, x
′
n) + d(F Tx′n, xn) (4.9)

where d(l, x) is the distance of x point to l line. This can be used as an error function for

RANSAC.

Establish point pairs

In order to perform pose estimation, we need a number of 3D points for the query image.

The model built includes a 3D point cloud, and the structure which maps these to feature

points as di�erent projections on the cameras represented by the model images. For the
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query image we can get 3D points by matching to model images. A good match represents

projections of the same scene element, in our case a 3D point. So if there is a 3D point

stored for the model image feature which is matched to a query image feature, then we can

assign this 3D point to the query image feature point.

Namely, we have the Î query image on which we found N̂ features with image coordinates

{ûn̂}. If we have a candidate image Ir in the map, after feature matching, we have feature

point pairs as {(un,r, ûn̂)} where un,r are the projections de�ned in the map (see beginning

of section). Thus, using the map we can construct 3D-2D point pairs as {(pn, ûn̂)} using the
binding between map points and projections de�ned in the map. By using a number of the

most similar images � provided by the vocabulary search � we can establish enough point

pairs to recover the pose.

Pose estimation

Pose estimation based on 3D-2D point pairs is commonly called Perspective-n-Point (PnP)

problem and can be solved by a couple of algorithms. The solution provides the translation

vector, the rotation vector (i.e. Rodrigues-form) of the camera and sometimes the focal

length.

The classical method for n > 6 point pairs is the DLT (Direct Linear Transform) method.

For 5 or 4 points the [125] uses a polynomial technique which allows it to work well even in

case of coplanar points. The EPnP solution [126] is accurate for an arbitrary n ≥ 4 point

pairs and can handle planar and non-planar cases. The P3P solution [127] yields to �nite

number of solutions using only three point pairs as the smallest subset of points pairs.

There are numerous implementation for the algorithms mentioned above. The OpenCV

framework1 implements P3P and EPNP algorithms both using the RANSAC method [128].

The posest library implement the three and four point solution respectively for calibrated

and uncalibrated cases [129].

The point pairs established after the matching process contain outliers, so robust methods

like RANSAC should be used.

1https://opencv.org/
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4.5.3 Optimizing the system

In [113] the authors evaluated the performance of hierarchical clustering and scoring for

object recognition. Their vocabulary was built with more than 6000 images, groups of 4

showing a particular object under di�erent view and lighting conditions. For evaluation

the authors selected a subset of the database for the query images. Based on the results

presented in the paper the algorithm performs well in certain setups meaning that in about

90 percent of the queries the highest score calculated by comparing to the database did

belong to a good match.

I have not encountered any research work about the scalability and accuracy of real-

time mobile visual localization. Therefore I have investigated how the hierarchical clustering

algorithm can be used for similar scene and structure retrieval. The results presented in this

section are measured in the absolute positioning system.

In Section 4.5.2 I presented the elements of a visual localization solution which utilizes

hierarchical clustering and search. This solution is scalable and can provide results in rea-

sonable time. However, the application is time-critical therefore we need to �nd the balance

between precision and the processing time needed. There are certain parameters which can

be adjusted, so I set-up tests to investigate the e�ect of these:

• clustering branching factor (L);

• clustering tree max level (K);

• minimum (imin) and maximum (imax) images from the database to be retrieved and

matched;

• minimum required 3D points (Nmin);

• maximum reprojection error (emax).

Using these parameters the algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 4.5.1. First,

the image features are extracted, and the BoF descriptor is calculated. Then the BoF

search is performed resulting in a list of scores. Starting from the model image with the

maximum score, the match is performed. Through the matches points, the 3D points ({Q})

are collected. The process is repeated until at least Nmin points are found or imax matching

are performed.

We can expect that increasing K may result in faster retrieval times up to a limit. Of

course increasing imin results in more 3D points and more precise result, however this means
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Algorithm 4.5.1 Visual localization algorithm

Input: Î query image, M : {{Ir}, {pn}, {un,r}, {δn,r}} , r = 1 . . . R, n = 1 . . . N , the

model, VocMK,L vocabulary, {br} BoF descriptors of the model images

Output: E extrinsic matrix

1: {ûn̂, δ̂n̂} = detectFeatures(Î), n̂ = 1 . . . N̂

2: b̂ = cluster
(
{û},VocMK,L

)
3: s : list(s1, s2, . . . , sr) = bofMatch(b̂, {br}), si ∈ N [1, R], si 6= sj ∀i 6= j

4: Q := {}
5: for i = 1 to i = imax (≤ R) do

6: {m,
j,i,m

,,
j,i} = matchAndFilter({δ̂n̂}, {δn,s(i)}), j = 1, . . . , J (≤ N̂)

7: for j = 0 . . . J do

8: if pm,,
j,i
∈ {pn} then

9: {Q} := {Q} ∪ {pm,,
j,i
, ûm′

j,i
}

10: end if

11: end for

12: if |{Q}| ≥ Nmin then

13: E = estimatePose({Q})

14: e = calcError({Q},E)

15: if e ≤ emax then

16: return E

17: end if

18: end if

19: end for
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Figure 4.13. Hierarchical BoF retrieval performance

more matching has to be performed which increases the processing time. The imax parameters

has to be set to limit the processing time if there are no results.

In my experience the pose estimation can succeed and result in a low reprojection error

if there are only a few 3D points. The minimum required 3D points (Pmin) should be set

high enough, so the remaining inliers after RANSAC will be su�cient enough, and higher

than the number of outliers.

If the reprojection error is high, then there might not have been enough 3D points found,

or the number of inliers are high relative to the outliers. The emax parameter has to be set

to �lter out this case and keep on extracting 3D points further.

The model which I used for the tests is built from 442 images made around one of the

�oors of the university building. The hierarchical clustering tree was created with 458864

descriptors of the model image features.

Paramerers of hierarchical clustering

The �rst test case is for investigating the retrieval performance of hierarchical clustering

with di�erent K,L parameter values. I compared the ordered list of the scores given by
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the BoF search to the similarity measure we can retrieve from matching, represented by

the number of matched and �ltered features. I compared the di�erence of element orders

(inversions) between the two ordered lists and calculate the mean and variance, as described

in Algorithm 4.5.2.

Algorithm 4.5.2 Hierarchical clustering - result calculation algorithm

Input: {Îq} query images, q = 1, . . . , Q̂, {Ir} model images, sK,L
q = (sq1, sq2, . . . , sqR) or-

dered list of BoF match indexes, mq = (mq1,mq2, . . . ,mqR) ordered list of normal match

indexes.

1: for q = 1 to q = Q̂ do

2: di�q := 0

3: for r = 1 to r = R do

4: diff := diff + |mqr − sqr|
5: end for

6: di�q := di�q/R

7: end for

8: [mean, var] = stat({di�q})

I performed the calculations with K,L parameters ranging from 2 to 10, for each of the 22

query images. In each case I did the normal matching with all the model images as well as a

BoF matching resulting in similarity scores, from which an ordered list can be put together.

Then for each element in the match list I check what is the position of that (model image)

index in the BoF match list and accumulate this di�erence in positions for each list elements

and query images. The results are depicted in Figure 4.13. Matches that did not have any

matched points after �ltering were not taken into account.

The goal of this test were to �nd out which of the K,L parameters of the hierarchical

clustering give the best retrieval performance. We can see that the lowest values belong to

the K = L = 6 con�guration. Lower and bigger values result in degrading performance.

Even in the best case the mean value is around 50 that seems to be high. But keep in mind

that this does not mean we always have to retrieve and match that much model images. For

us just that many matches required, which give us su�cient number of 3D points. In my

experience this can be ful�lled with the top 10 model images given by the BoF result.

The other side of the performance comparison is investigating the processing time. This
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Figure 4.14. Average hierarchical BoF descriptor calculation time

consists of two main elements: the �rst is calculating the BoF descriptor, the second is

matching this to the descriptors of the model images. Figure 4.14 presents the former for

di�erent K,L parameters. The results are averaged to all the images. As expected, the time

increases with the parameters. For the previously determined best values (K = L = 6) the

average BoF calculation time is 36ms.

The other important measure of using hierarchical clustering is the duration of descriptor

comparison. This is measured also for di�erent K,L parameters � the result is shown in

Figure 4.15. The increasing trend can also be noticed up to a level of 22ms. If we take into

account that the model contains hundreds of images, this time is negligible.

According to the results, hierarchical clustering based BoF descriptors prove to be very

satisfactory both in precision and speed. The need for feature matching did not cease

however, but the required number can be reduced considerably.

Required number of 3D points

In order to the pose estimation to succeed, we need at least 3 spatial points, but to minimize

the error the higher is the better. To extract all the points, we would need to match to all

the model images, which is not feasible. To minimize the processing time, we need to limit

the number of image matching to a minimum. I have performed a test on how the amount
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Figure 4.15. Average hierarchical BoF descriptor comparison time

of extracted 3D points in�uences the calculated position.

Using the scores of the BoF method I processed the minimal number of images required

for pose estimation. Then I added additional images incrementally (based on the BoF score)

and extracted 3D points. In each case the pose estimation algorithm resulted in the position

of the camera. The results can be visualized in the model browser application. Figure 4.16

shows the of the calculated positions of the cameras. Each scenario is represented by a red

camera. Additionally I included the result of pose estimation with all matching as a reference

best possible result using all possible 3D points. Evaluation of the positions showed that the

di�erences between the results are in a magnitude of 10cm-s which is a negligible error.

4.5.4 Implementation

In this section I give a brief overview about the implementation of the absolute positioning

solution. The most important classes and their relation are shown in Figure 4.17 as a UML

class diagram. In the following I introduce these in a few sentences.
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Figure 4.16. Pose estimation results calculated with increasing number of 3D points

Positioner class

This class realized the core of the visual positioning. It reads and keeps the Model of the

mapped environment in store, initializes the feature Detector and Matcher algorithms, and

waits for incoming queries.

In its query function it receives a query image, of which position is to be determined.

First a Fingerprint class will be created for the query image which processes the image and

stores its parameters. It initiates the feature detection to be performed. It then passes the

Fingerprint to the Model for performing feature matching and 3D point extraction. Based

on the 3D-2D point assignments it calls the PoseEstimator to perform pose estimation and

calculate the position. Finally this position is returned.

Model class

The Model class stores the mapped environment as the list of �ngerprints and 3D points,

and the correspondences between these as the 3D-2D projections. It has a matchto function,

where a �ngerprint can be compared to the model, which means �nding 3D-2D projections

of the new image through 2D-2D feature matching.
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Positioner

detector : Detector

matcher : Matcher

model : Model

query(string �lename)

Detector

detect(Matrix image) : list<Features>

Matcher

match(list<Features> f1, list<Features> f2) : vector pairs

Model

list<Fingerprint>

list<Point3D>

loadModel(int num)

matchTo(Fingerprint, Matcher)

Fingerprint

name : string

device : Device

list<Features>

extrinsics : Matrix<3,4>

loadAndDetect(Detector)

getFeatures() : list

PoseEstimator

calculate(list<> matches, Fingerprint query): Matrix extr

Device

instrinsic : Matrix<3,3>

Figure 4.17. Visual Positioning System Class diagram
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PoseEstimator class

The purpose of the PoseEstimator class is to extract 3D points through the matched image

2D point correspondences and to perform camera pose estimation. It returns with the camera

extrinsic matrix that contains the camera position and orientation.

Fingerprint class

The Fingerprint class stores the information of an image and its camera including the list of

visual features. In case of a model Fingerprint it contains the camera extrinsic matrix and

2D-3D point assignments, in case of a query image, these need to be determined.

Device class

Images have parameters related to the camera that created them. These are expressed in

the camera intrinsic matrix and the radial distortion stored in the Device class. The model

can be assembled with images taken with di�erent devices, as well as the query images.

Therefore the Fingerprint class has a reference to the Device.

Detector class

The Detector is an abstract class of feature detector algorithms. It has a function called

detect, which expects an image (as a matrix) and returns a list of visual features. The system

implements two kinds of feature detector, the SIFT and SIFTGPU.

Matcher class

The Matcher is an abstract class of feature matching algorithms. It has a function called

match which expects two lists of features and returns a vector of index correspondences. The

system implements two matchers, FLANN and SIFTGPU.

4.6 Conclusion

Vision guided robotic systems are recent products of technological advancement and com-

puter vision research. It is a promising use-case in the next generation CPS meeting the

needs of Industry 4.0, automation, �exibility and adaptability. Computer vision has been
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a hot research topic in the last two decades. It has been advancing in parallel with digital

imaging, multimedia and graphical processing. It has recently matured to be applied into

practical use, for example creating augmented and arti�cial reality and autonomous robotic

navigation. Its utilization in mobile applications made it available for everybody. Popu-

lar applications are object mapping, search and indoor navigation. There have been some

challenges for using it in large spaces for precise positioning, such as mapping the indoor

environment and scalable search in the model. My research focused on solving this latter

issue.

My goal was to create a scalable absolute positioning solution for mobile phones. I started

the work with surveying literature. I have found that visual feature detection methods can

be used to �nd similarities between images. So I have de�ned some simple metrics from

the result of these methods to determine the magnitude of similarity. I have created a test

scenario to evaluate these metrics with di�erent feature detection algorithms. I have found

that brute-force search is not an option as it is not scalable, so I extended my test scenario

with the BoF method to reduce the complexity of feature-based expression of images. I have

evaluated this method with di�erent parameters.

In a realistic scenario, the plain BoF method is not precise and not fast enough. I

have found that using hierarchically clustered descriptors enhances speed in object retrieval

scenarios. I have created a precise absolute positioning solution that uses a sparse point

cloud based indoor map, to test localization under real circumstances. By using a map

created in the �oor of a building, I could test the performance of hierarchical clustering

to �nd its optimal parameter setting. Finally, the solution was con�gured to be used for

real-time absolute positioning for vision guided vehicles.
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Chapter 5

Summary

In the �eld of information and communication, many technologies have matured and held

the test of time. One result of this is that physical systems are augmented with cyber

technologies, which are called Cyber-Phyisical Systems. The industrial model is changing

due to this trend. The enrollment of the industry with ICT is getting called the 4th industrial

revolution. This new industrial model targets mass customized production through end-to-

end automation.

Security in ICT is by now considered crucial and being applied in the design phase of new

technologies early-on. There is a great extent of standards available for security management

and assurance regarding di�erent type of systems. In industry, safety is the most crucial

objective � beside functionality. Formerly, safety was related to industrial systems, while

security was considered only in ICT. Nowadays, when there is not a great margin between

industrial and ICT technologies, this separation no longer holds. Security is being de�ned

as the in�uence of external factors on the system, while safety is how the system in�uences

the surroundings, including humans.

These imply that standard approaches for security assurance in ICT, and safety assurance

in industrial and control systems cannot be applied to Cyber-Physical Systems. Not only

because di�erent technologies are used, but also because the two terms became dependent.

When systems are distributed not just geographically, but also logically by using cloud

computing for example, the security of the communication network in�uence the operation

of the industrial equipment that may result in formerly unde�ned scenarios in their operation,

in case of an attack. Therefore security and safety assurance solutions must be re-evaluated.
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I have investigated the security issues of such systems � called collaborative automation

systems � in Chapter 2. I presented a layered approach for dividing the system for analysis.

From my experience on working on the integration of an industrial system in a collabora-

tive automation framework, I realized how the aspect of safety and security analysis changes.

I have been able to identify commonalities in the processes which helped me de�ne an initial

approach for combining safety and security analysis. This work (presented in Chapter 3)

helps not just to reduce the e�ort to perform both analyses but also helps to identify the

dependabilities between them.

Vision guided robotic systems are new use-cases in industrial automation systems. There

are speci�c safety and security aspects related to this technology. Still, there are some

challenges to be solved before a scalable solution can be used for indoor navigation. The

�rst part of Chapter 4 suggests to start solving these challenges by creating test scenarios, and

analyzing di�erent algorithms and methods. Finally a scalable absolute positioning solution

was implemented and veri�ed. In the second part of Chapter 4, the safety and security issues

of vehicles utilizing such solution is investigated. I presented the issues arising from the new

technologies as well as elaborating the speci�c ones arising with using computer vision.
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